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HIGH HOLY DAYS OF SATAN 
Was this an accident, this bombing of innocents? Perhaps only “The 

Shadow” knows-or perhaps there are reasons for bombing people attached to 

This day of April 19, being the annual celebration of a High Christian teachings. The “so-called Christians” don’t have any corner on 

Holy Day of Satan, we have to pay attention but certainly also 
be observant of possibilities. There is plenty to note for you 

( Please see Tough Times Here For CONTACT And Nation, p.3) 

have to understand the differences in the way of “counting” in r--- INSIDE THIS ISSUE-\ 
various clocks and calendars. Many things which happen in the 
westernmost part of Canada may well be a day later in the 
western part of, say, Palestine. For instance, the bombing of 
the UN refugee center by the Israelis “yesterday” was actually 
“today” in Westernmost Canada or the US or Mexico. This is 
a SECRET day of ritual bloodshed so you will not find the 
eagerness for sharing other than to related coincidental events 
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CONTACT Changes To 
Every-Other-Week Publishing 

Until Further Notice 
It has been awhile, as many of you readers journalistic excellence, here are two of the from embarrassment, are the unpaid bills which 

must have noticed, since last I fook to the finest and most essential of our team. Usually each month always have to await YOUR gener- 
podium in ihis manner of communication. We Doris and E.J. function, respectively, in ous, heart-felt “contributions to the cause of 
have been so increasingly blessed with fine capacities as journalistic secretary fo truih” which keep us going! 

and expansive contributions ofjournalism that Commander I-Iatonn and as first-line editor of Indeed, we feel you, at the least, deserve to 
they have mostly sfood on their own, without those most important writings. be kept abreast of the assaults (and their ef- 
the needfor much in the way of extra editorial BUT-how are they to do their part when fecrs upon us) EXACTLY because of all the 
introduction or narrative. the serious distractions of such legal harangues generous help you readers have been provid- 

But such a relentless oulpouring of truth as as George Green has engineered pile higher ing. We consider this a basic courtesy fo YOU 
CONTACT provides is, of course, an annoy- and higher like a mountain of smelly garbage as pari of what we look upon as an extended 
ing beacon of Light to those who live in dark- now needingfull attention? family-whether you want to think of your- 
ness. Some lash out in hopes of silencing the Moreover, others who make major contri- selves as “‘ground crew” or not. It is the 
truth. Others go lo great lengths of butions fo CONTACT’s weekly offerings are intention that counts! Always. 
deception, through perversion of the art and likewise now under enough assaulf-through So, because of the distracting drain both 
science- of journalism, to make that which is one avenue or another--to warrant their full upon finances and upon manpower due to 
fabrication appear genuine. Discernment of attentiqns be turnedonto legalmatters. Trying these most recent legal assaults, we simply 
wh& is mALLY go&g on becomes difficult, if to ignore the hounds of hell only works for so cannot afford to publish CONTACT on a 

nof impossible, especially within normal limits long and then attackers must be confronted. weekly basis at the present time. 
of human attention or endurance. So, for the present time, CONTACT must For those who have walked the path, true 

Right now CONTACT faces the problem of move to every-other-week publishing until journalism is not so much a profession as it is 
attack, once again, through puppets of the further notice. Maybe this shift in attention a mission. We here at CONTACT take that 
dark forces who are all too familiar fo you will be just for “awhile”. Maybe we will even mission most seriously. It is a mission of 
regular readers. have to actually shut down our entire publish- humble service and yet we fully recognize the 

George Green andhis Brigade of Legalistic ing operation, temporarily, for “‘awhile “. underlying power of the word. 
Malcontents have struckagain. Andas they do Who knows. Our editorials, our research articles, our 
so, generating layers upon layers of outra- We apologize for this change, readers, but news digests, and even our humorous jabs 
geous prevarication piled upon outright blar- the assaults just never seem to end. We have always spring from the deeper fervor of a 
ney, one cannot help but be reminded of a quip reached a lime when we must focus our efforts mission to inform, to awaken, to enlighten for, 
Mark Twain made many years ago: “When I to the task of more directly confronting ihose as Doris Ekker puts it so well in a recent 

was younger I could remember anything, who come against us in their efforts to stop the personal writingwhich we have chosen to share 
whether it had happened or not; but my facul- flow of information to you, our readers, with you on page 8: “Whatever we become 
ties are decaying now and soon I shall be so I Some of the latest tactics being executed by here, in mortality, is meaningless unless it is 

cannot remember any but the things that never adversary attorney exiraordinaire Steven Horn, done for the benefit of others. It is only through 
happened. It is sad to go to pieces like this. ” against Doris & E.J. Ekker and the CONTACT, others that we can find completion in our- 

It would, indeed, be sad enough if George ‘s include supplying George Green with altered, selves. Our only true use of those wondrous 
stories were simply those of a forgetful lost unauthorized copies of the Ekkers’ unjinished talents given, is in our service, for ONLY in 
soul, but those whoppers frantically being depositions in various ongoing court cases. serving do we grow spiritually. In that service 
spread around to “everyone”, and more To call such actions illegal is an under- also comes the understanding of LOVE in its 
importanfly, the motives behind them, actually statement exceeded only by the outright, in- supreme position within God and within Selj ” 
carry that all-too-familiar razor ‘s edge of your-face corruption going on each day in the Indeed! And remember that we ARE still 
purposeful attack and desire to stop the word modern judicial system in America. But I here. That’s REALLY the miracle! And as 
of truthfromgettingout to you readers through hardly have to remind you about that. Mark Twain put it, “You can never throw too 
this unique vehicle we call CONTACT. MEAN-while, George continues with his much style into a miracle. ” We hope we 

You readers have been following along wifh vicious efforts to fry fo sic various State and always serve you, even if every-other-week for 
(and are probably sickfrom reading about) the Federal authorities or agencies upon CON- awhile, with style and grace and a dedication 
attacks on Doris and E. J. Ekker. Well, among TACT-as if there wgs something to hide! to truth that matches the faith you have in us. 
all of those who contribute to CONTACT’s Right--the only thing we have fo “hide I’, - Dr. Edwin M. Young, Editor-In-Chief 
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Tough Times Here 
For CONTACT Aid Nation 

(Continued from Front Page) 

Christ-teachings. Neither, however, do the non-Chris- 
tians have any sole claim to violence, accidents, or 
bloodletting. More blood has been let to run by the so- 
called Christians than by the Satanic adversary. Does 
anyone remember the Inquisition, the Holocaust, the 
Crusades? 

HOLOCAUST 

Our enemies of personal vendetta want to call us 
nasty names and accuse us of denying such as the 
Holocaust as the misery of the World War II camps was 
called and is now mandatory in acceptance-BY LAW. 
I have never said there was no Holocaust, readers; I 
have only said there were other worse incidents and 
places in your world such as the death of millions upon 
millions of Christians even in the same general period 
of time. I said, “THE HOLOCAUST COULD NOT 
HAVE HAPPENED AS IS REQUIRED BY LAW TO 
ACCEPT.” This statement certainly does not lessen 
the horror and/or EVIL of the circumstances. Lies, in 
fact, only degrade the terrible horror of even ONE-who 
perished or was punished at the hands of ANY “other”. 
Since there are now more “Jews” COLLECTING REPA- 
RATIONS for the Holocaust than there were Jews in 
Europe at the time of the “Holocaust” it is hard to 
believe that you are actually forced by law to state an 
outright lie. What of the other people who perished in 
the war? What of the very horror of those who perished 
in the “Allies” camps called “other losses”, etc., in 
General Eisenhower’s camps? And this man went on to 
become President of the United States of America. 

CONTACT if you can find enough space to do so and be 
so kind as to share that space [see p.81. I realize the 
paper is being cut back or “off” until the move can be 
completed and as funding lack requires [see p.2 and 
also near end ofthis writing]. However, it is important 
to realize that Doris is a JOURNALIST and finally, 
within, understands exactly what I speak of as I offer 
the substance of LIGHT. It has little to do with 
scientific breakthrough but, rather, a KNOWING in 
TRUTH. 

Mr. Green has shot Mr. Horn in the foot with his 
mouth in fear that someone he has had controlled may 
be perchance breaking through and now comes forth 
with his lies which can now be proven-from his own 
LIPS. Will that “save” theEkkers7 Will that “save” the 
paper? Will that “save” you? NO, but it causes YOU 
ALL to go within, carefully study circumstances and 
better make decisions regarding good and evil intentions. 

TOUGH TIMES? 
. 

DOMESTIC TERRORISTS? 

Are there Domestic Terrorists? Of course. Are 
they the ones who are now spotted BY LAW as terror- 
ists? No, but what else is new in your nation today? 
There will be great and terrible celebrations of the 
atrocities around the US today and topped off by more 
and bigger atrocities elsewhere so that FEAR and TER- 
ROR become your “control” word. 

Are-these TOUGH TIMES? Indeed, but I remind 
you that “Tough Times never last-Tough People PO!” 
This comes as a title of a very worthy book by Robert 
Schuller. Within that little book of interesting thoughts 
is one that speaks of what to do when you confront a 
mountain in your pathway. You can tunnel through, go 
over, go around or whatever-but doing NOTHING 
will not get you past the mountain. So what do I mean’? 
Dharma is being faced with psychiatric examinations, 
examinations of every word of her work since 1988, 
even to her thoughts about it all. Will it happen? 
Everything else dastardly seems to come about. What 
will be found? Truth! A journalist does not write 
revelation for THAT IS CALLED PROPHECY. An 
elder journalist is called a “commentator” whose pre- 
sentations are offered in observation and opinion 
gleaned from experience and study. There is ENOUGH 
prophecy abounding, readers; you need observed com- 
mentary about what is ALREADY around you. There 
is not one single word of newness on your globe-NOT ONE! 

FIGHTING OVER LIGHT 
CONTACT’S BURDEN 

Are WE less susceptible to Terror than are you of 
the general public readership? No, and I am taking as 
much care as possible to cause no undue focus on 
anything we do. For instance, read this clearly, friends: 
WE ARE NOT GOING TO WRITE FURTHER ON 
“LIGHT” AS IS SCIENTIFICALLY EXPLAINED BE- 
CAUSE GEORGE GREENHAS ALREADY PUT INTO 
TRANSCRIBED PRINT THE FACT THAT HE MEA- 
SURES EVERY WORD IN CONTACT TO SEE IF 
THERE IS A MATCHING WORD IN ANY OF 
RUSSELL’S WORKS. HE CLAIMS THE SOUTH 
AFRICAN CONNECTION IS FALSE AND IS SIMPLY 
MORE IDENTICAL INFORMATION FROM 
RUSSELL. So be it. We do not cross the boundaries of 
legal orders. I believe we shall simply have to express 
in personal accounting. I want Doris’ writing of day 

Walter Russell WROTE and there is great contra- 
diction over the opinions of that work as expressed by 
such as President Timothy Binder of US&P and almost 
ALL OTHERS who study the work. Therefore, my 
drawing opposing opinion about the information CON- 
CLUSIONS is but a factor in observation and under- 
standing. We will, now, do no observations at all, 
including from the South African material-which 
came not from ANY work of Russell anywhere, any- 
time. Any offering we give will be from the Spiritual 
aspect of ALL BEINGS, ALL THINGS, AS LIGHT. I 
sincerely thank Mr. Green for giving us warning of the 
intended raid plans. 

GREEN MACHINE 

Now that we understand the dastardly deeds within 
before the yesterday to be run in this next edition of your secret games of keeping truth silent, we shall be 

ever so much more careful of the new laws regarding 
enforced beliefs, required regulations as to censorship 
AND give Dharma a much needed period of time to 
focus on her immediate problems. This bunch of 
outspoken political legal wonders in Nevada are now 
working WITH Horn as his sole basis for continuing the 
property case which portion is in dispute from two 
years prior to anyone of them even KNOWING the 
Ekkers. So, we have a battle? I wonder if you actually 
believe so? Mr. Green has made another bad error in 
judgement if not in speech; he has said that “E. J. Ekker 
told me he was going to go down and steal that property. 
He took $10,000 dollars and went...” Everyone had 
wondered wherefrom came that repeated statement, 
used by Jason Brent, ex-Judge, every colleague of 
Greens, S. Horn, Abbott, Fort, Tuten, et al. Well, he 
said it himself; he SAID: “E.J. told ME...” IS THAT 
NOT FIRST PERSON? 

Green also said, and we have it in affidavit decla- 
ration that he got the gold, surely, and E.J. knew all 
about it and that actually he had bought the gold from 
Ekkers! He is referring to the $350,000 in gold which 
he now says was “only worth less than $250,000 ony- 
way.. . ” He buried it in his yard and had to dig it up 
when the LAW ORDERED IT TO COURT. He now 
says, HIMSELF, he NEVER buried the gold and that is 
a lie from Ekker. He further says he “pleaded the gold 
to the court”, meaning: I took the gold and asked the 
court to hold it. NO, THE GOLD WAS ORDERED BY 
LAW TO THE COURT! GREEN WAS ORDERED BY 
THE LAW TO PRODUCE THE GOLD AND TURN IT 
OVER TO THE COURT. 

The portions of Mr. Green’s wondrous announce- 
ments which should also be carefully attended is his 
pronouncement of putting the Phoenix Institute in 
receivership. “What does that mean?” he was asked. 
Well, he responded, it is not actually just receivership, 
it is “informal, LIQUIDATION’? W-HERE PARTICI- 
PANTS WILL BE LUCKY-TO GET -10 CENTS ON 
THE DOLLAR IF AT ALL., N.OW, does,& see,m REAL 
enough, you who plan to join him and demand a runon 

, 

the corporation? Green says he is just helping Leon and 
Betty to get their money back. (?????). Abbott, the 
attorney, has already spent over $40,000 that WAS 
REPAID and if Leon is only going to, at best, get 10 
cents on the dollar it would seem to me to be better to 
PRAY FOR A MIRACLE OF SURVIVAL AND THRIV- 
ING BUSINESS FOR THE INSTITUTE. Is it actually 
Doris who needs a psychiatrist? Well, every partici- 
pant and lender has a legal and forthright CASE against 
these blackballers. Mr. Green was an officer and 
director of the Institute while he planned the raids and 
stole the very products of the Institute. The plan is laid 
forth on HIS OWN STATIONERY AND IN HIS OWN 
PRESENTATION AND DIAGRAMS. Ladies and 
gentlemen, he wants to shut down CONTACT because 
he wants to silence this particular truth from public 
knowledge. 

He further says that Leon’s good attorney, Abbott, 
is “SO POLITICALLY STRONG ASTO INSURE THE 
CASES WIN, AND MORE THAN THAT, HE 
(ABBOTT) IS GOING AFTER THE LAWYERS STU- 
PID ENOUGH TO DEFEND THE INSTITUTE AND/ 
OR THE EKKERS.” We have to assume that is true 
because every one THUS FAR has folded. So what else 
is new...? 

Not only has Mr. Green said these things, he has 
written them and had giant mailing campaigns and 
dozens of the packages have been sent_ to us-right 
from Bozeman, Montana. Most people don’t pay atten- 
tion to them but all on the mailing lists of the paper, 
which Green TOOK also, have received these docu- 
ments, The documents are pulled from his own lying 
documents from court, out of context, or just outright 
fabrications of facts. This is now listed as interfering 
with business, insider theft, perjury, felony grand theft, 
using the mails to commit criminal activities, diversion 
of funds, and on and on. He is NOW responsible for 
distribution of unfinished, unchecked (and incorrect) 
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recent depositions which he could only have obtained, 
prior to clearing, from HORN. Moreover, he is telling 
his contacts in his frantic desire of stopping people 
from even coming to visit “me”, to JUST READ THE 
DEPOSITIONS. How can they “just read the deposi- 
tions”, Mr. Green-Mr. Horn? Perhaps the Judge would 
also like to know how they CAN JUST READ THE 
UNRELEASED, UNCORRECTED, DEPOSITIONS? 
Ah, but you guys have done this always before, haven’t 
you, while attaching a selected statement involving a 
lawyer’s FEE to a non-related subject. Is this shrewd? 
No, it is disgusting and insipid. 

You, Mr. Green, have told more people that gold 
will skyrocket than anyone ELSE ever thought of tell- 
ing. How NOW do you come along and destroy a 
program which will earn the lenders everything BACK 
with profit in order for you to somehow DESTROY and 
bring less than l0 cents on the dollar TO THEM!? 
THIS IS CRIMINAL INTENT AND ACTION TO DE- 
FRAUD YOUR OWN PEOPLE. There are SOME 
PEOPLE, Mr. Green, who simply won’t tolerate this 
action and the Ekkers become the least of YOUR prob- 
lems! You THINK you have outlasted the Statute of 
Limitations? Perish the thought for you have continued 
to proffer your papers right up to this minute and it is 
all being revealed as we write-so, the LAST act of 
reference to the offended parties BECOMES the limita- 
tion “time” as the offended parties come into realiza- 
tion of the actions. Perhaps you, Ence/Enz, and others 
think it is OK to be an Officer and Director of a 
company and then steal from that company. That is 
called embezzlement and all the poison pen notes scat- 
tered around only PROVE your actions. 

You claim you were going to pay back POOR MR. 
FORT with that gold, Mr. Green? OH BARF! YOU 
NEVER INTENDED TO DO ANYTHING FOR LEON 
FORT EXCEPT TO USE HIM TO PAY YOUR AT- 
TORNEY, ABBOTT, TO YOUR ADVANTAGE. You 
further say, Mr. Green, that even poor John Schroepfer 
is having to USE HIS SON to defend him and get his 
“whatever” back? That man is NOT HIS SON and that 
nice “son” of Eleanor’s has now stuck his own Mother 
AWAY out of his hair. And dear Luke Perry that you 
still continue to quote-was NEVER, NEVER, NEVER 
anything involved here. He was trying to get laws 
changed SO HE COULD GET HIS MOTHER’S ONLY 
RETIREMENT FUNDS FORHIMSELF! Did you EVER 
try telling the truth, Mr. Green? Do YOU think you are 
going to be popular with such as Fort when the realiza- 
tion comes that he has LOST NOTHING UNTIL YOU 
SUCCEED IN DESTROYING HIM WITH LESS THAN 
TEN CENTS ON THE DOLLAR? Your prey, Green, is 
always the ones you claim to be “mentally challenged” 
as you call Fort, and an Alzheimer’s patient as you refer 
to Schroepfer. There WAS LEGAL RESPONSE THAT 
JOHN SCHROEPFER DID NOT AND DOES NOT 
HAVE ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE. 

Betty Tuten has lost nothing and neither has Sharri, 
except the “backing” of gold collateral which THEY 
CHOSE to forfeit undoubtedly at your, Green’s, admo- 
nition. They WON’T lose a farthing UNLESS, OF 
COURSE, YOU, GREEN AND ABBOTT, CAUSE THE 
COURTS TO DAMAGE THE INSTITUTE AND BRING 
LESS THAN 10 CENTS ON THE DOLLAR. And 
Ekkers? Well, good buddy, it WON’T be chalked up to 
your old acquaintances, Ekkers, IF YOU AND ANY- 
ONE PULL DOWN THE INSTITUTE INTO LIQUIDA- 
TION! ! ! ! ! What talent do you hold, Green, that causes 
people to go commit SUICIDE? You must giggle all the 
way to your black crypt! 

You have TWO coffee plantations in Costa Rica? 
How nice to know. Also, how nice to know that you still 
have great funding and never said you didn’t have 
riches. Further, it is so nice that you have said it again 
and again, and so recently yet. 

You repeat that there is $10 million that JUST THE 
EKKERS have squandered? What is your perception of 
the Institute, Mr. Green? You he1ped“found” it and the 
plan for assisting publications, projects, etc. You 

claim you put a lot of funds into this-and I note you say repeat so ill-fortunately, YOU ARE READING THE 
you did it 100% on your own account? Oh, that was a WRONG PORTIONS FORYOUR SOUL, AND AFTER 
tacky thing to say because it simply incriminated you ALL IS SAID AND DONE-SOUL DETERMINES 
and your “creative” charges and financial financing YOUR JOURNEY’S DIRECTION TO OR FROM GOD 
pages. By the way, the farm, Green, is not longer a OF ETERNAL PRESENCE, If you shout “justice” 
“failure” once free of your buddy, Ence/Enz. He even while you tear down the security of your brothers, to 
tattled, he thought, on the owner of the property who saveyourego face-YOUMAY WELLEXPECT YOUR 
had done all the bad things to Ence/Enz, like give the BROTHERS IN SOUL GOOD INTENTTO CONFRONT 
children Christmas gifts, and on and on, in sharing. YOU-SOUNDLY. THEY WILL NOT LIKE YOUR 

You have really helped Mr. Ence/Enz’s cause, in DESTRUCTION OF THEIR PROPERTY AND SECU- 
addition, Mr. Green, by telling the world that the farm RITY. THIS IS THE OLD SAW OF “IF I CAN’T 
was $2500 a month and Mr. Ence/Enz got another HAVE IT BECAUSE OF MY OWN DEEDS, THEN 
$1500 on top of that and what do you think “just that NEITHER SHALL ANY ONE ELSE.” SO, DON’T 
amount” does to his welfare gleanings? Anyone CLEAR- HARP ON YOUR BEHAVIOR BEING JUSTICE AND 
ING without taxes or living expenses (many of which DOING IT FOR YOUR “RIGHT” ACTIONS, 
were also covered as utilities, a vehicle, etc.) OVER BETRAYORS, BECAUSE IT WON’T SELL. DOYOU 
$4000 per month is going to get his feathers singed ACTUALLY THINKTHATDESTRUCTIONBY YOUR 
JUST WITH YOUR REVELATIONS! HANDS WILL ENDEAR YOU TO THE LOSERS AT 

I can only suggest you people who are so after YOUR HANDS? PEOPLE WAKE UP WHEN IT HITS 
“getting Ekkers” and “ale’ Hatonn” be considering THEIR POCKETBOOKS-EVEN REGARDING THE 
your possibilities OTHER than the “getcha game”. SAVINGS AND LOAN, MUCH THE QUICKER IF IT 
This kind of person will undo his “buddies” just as BE LAWYERS SCAMMING THE VERY JUDICIAL 
quickly as he will undo his supposed enemies- AND SYSTEM. IF EVIL WINS A SKIRMISH, FRIENDS, IT 
HAS DONE SO! Father Cleary can proclaim every DOES NOT MEAN EVIL SHALL WIN THE WAR! 
word I say to be “Bull Shit Lies” but I pause to urge you BUT SKIRMISHES ARE PAINFUL AND EXPEN- 
to LOOK AGAIN at what is being touted around TO- SIVE-ON WHICH SIDE SHALL YOU BE? AND, 
DAY! You nice people will NOT be afforded the WILL YOU WAIT UNTIL THE GAME IS OVER TO 
reading of ALL the depositions as to who did and said HOP IN AND DEFEND YOUR OWN PROPERTY AND 
WHAT IN CONTEXT; the words will be pulled out and RESOURCES? WE SHALL SEE FOR EACH PAR- 
rearranged to suit the culprits. YOU ARE GOING TO TICIPANT HAS NOW A CASE TO LAY BEFORE 
BE HURT-BADLY. If you fail to be able to buy into THE BENCH OF JUSTICE IN PERSONAL CONSID- 
the truth, how come you so readily buy into the outright ERATION. IT REQUIRES NO GUNS, NO SWORDS- 
and proven LIES? Ekkers went NOWHERE selling ONLY TRUTH BEFORE THE LAW EVEN AS DETE- 
anything so how is it that the very person who origi- RIORATED AS HAS BECOME THE SYSTEM OF 
nally sold you his tales has now changed his tale? None INJUSTICE. 
of you in point came to Ekkers attention SAVE GOD WILL NOT FIX IT FOR YOU. IS IT NOT 
THROUGH GREEN. Is he now just angry he didn’t get TIME YOU MAKE A STANDS SELF? 
your funds for himself to further fill his back yard? I b=u good morning and I sincerely hope you 
Vilify YOU in this paper7 I think you had better take give a LOT OF THOUGHT to this focus for “time” as 
a REAL, HARD LOOK at what is happening to your you know it is running out as are the sands of this time 
assets at Mr. Green’s hands. Nobody has lost a far- in passage. You don’t have to help the Ekkers-BUT 
thing, I repeat, UNTIL YOU ALLOW THE INSTI- IS IT NOT TIME TO BE RESPONSIBLE AND HELP 
TUTE TO BE DESTROYED BY GEORGE GREEN! YOURSELF7 
THAT INCLUDES LEON FORT AND ALL ALLIED 
PARTIES. ABBOTT AND HORTON WILL SIMPLY, RESPONSIBLE 
AS LAWYERS, MAKE MORE MONEY OFF YOU TO DECISIONS 
BOOT! 

Dharma did NOT come to this place at this time to 
LAST PAPER FOR AWHILE simply WRITE. We needed to find the lizards in the 

crawl spaces. I am not going to ask that she put up with 
I ask that in this last paper for awhile, that perhaps any more AT ALL. We will see through the assaults 

this writing might be also given viewing. If people and then if the readers want a paper and information we 
don’t start to THINK in wisdom, there are going to be will consider the circumstances. The world does NOT 
very, very COSTLY lessons of all kinds happening want truth nor LIGHT save a very few, a tiny handful. 
right away. Nobody here has taken ANYTHING from You want the evil things of possession, power and 
anyone and misused it nor buried it in their back yard control. We offer NO security of CONTROL and no, I 
for safe hiding. Nobody here has sent anything OFF did not err in the use of the term. To take control 
SHORE to hide it or convert it or roll it over to hide involves RESPONSIBILITY and so few want responsi- 
from taxation. Nobody here has broken any laws of God bility of standing for goodness that it sickens me. You 
or the LAND. It would behoove you who detest me to do whatever you want, but unless we get some support, 
take another look around you and see if you can’t have we are going to withdraw and, at the least, let our 
a bit more INSIGHT. Leon once said that the LIGHT is people have a rest. 
dangerous and do NOT go to the LIGHT! He further 
suggested that the LIGHT will destroy you in soul. Oh? TRIAL DATE 
What an interesting concept! You CAN’T hide from AND HINT IN TIMING 
the LIGHT but you CAN keep yourself at great disad- 
vantage in the darkness. Leon also said that he never How many of you will be present at the trial over 
reads the documents from his attorney because he this piece of Property ON WHICH THERE WAS NO 
doesn’t “understand that stuff’. Well, is this a problem SALE? It is due, but not set into cement engraving, for 
of Ekkers? Of all the documents on the Earth you early August next, the fifth. I find it interesting that it 
should read most carefully are those from your attorney is so near the annual Mountain Festival in Tehachapi 
for they are, by far, the most costly to your physical and an interesting relationship to Sipupu Odyssey. 
pocketbook. Surely you don’t think George Green is How completely interesting that Ekkers are still with- 
paying Abbott to keep the case going to serve his out control over their own existence even after more 
retirement. Abbott told Ekkers with a roomful of than EIGHT years. I shall marvel over the fact, IF there 
witnesses that he “intended to retire on this case!” Who is a world in mid-August, THAT THERE IS A WORLD 
will foot the bill for THAT RETIREMENT7 Well, REMAINING AT THAT TIME. I will also, however, 
obviously, HIS CLIENTS! And as far as the POR- for my team, state that this is THE place to be along 
TIONS of CONTACT that you study so carefully and about that time in sequence. 
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4/19/96 PHYLLIS LINN 

ISRAEL BLASTS UN 
PEACEKEEPING CAMP IN LEBANON 

From the April 19 (Waco/OKC bombing anniver- 
sary) issue of the (Los Angeles) DAILY NEWS, [quot- 
ing:] 

QANA, Lebanon-The Israeli army fired an artil- 
lery barrage into a United Nations peacekeeping camp 
Thursday, killing at least 75 Lebanese civilians and 
wounding more than 100. The attack, which Israel 
said came in response to rocket and mortar fire by 
guerrillas near the base, was by far the deadliest yet in 
the %-day-old offensive in southern Lebanon. Clinton 
called the events in Lebanon a “crisis”. His remarks 
represented a shift in U.S. tactics in the wake of the 
Israeli attack on the Qana compound, which killed an 
estimated 75 Lebanese refugees. To this point the 
United States had been unconditional in its support of 
the Israeli military actions [that’s for sure!]. By 
calling publicly for a mutual cease-fire, Clinton sig- 
naled Tel Aviv that its eight-day air and artillery 
campaign against Hezbollah had gone far enough. 
[Nore this clever bit ofpropaganda-designed to make 
you think that Clinton influences Israel, when exactly 
the opposite is true.] In all more than 160 Lebanese 
have died. An estimated 400,000 have fled from their 
homes. [It is always wise to distrust any such statistics 
as understated.] 

sTA-~xs* RIGHTS GETS BIG 
BOOST FROM SUPREME COURT 

From the March 28 issue of THE MODESTO BEE, 
[quoting:] 

WASHINGTON-In a major victory for states’ 
rights, the Supreme Court ruled Wednesday that Con- 
gress cannot force states into federal court to settle 
disputes over gambling on Indian reservations. The 5- 
4 decision, reached over vigorous dissent, has imme- 
diate impact for about half the states, where Indian 
gambling is a $6 billion-a-year industry. More impor- 
tantly, the court signaled a fundamental shift in the 
balance of powers between states and the federal gov- 
ernment. 

But just how that new alignment affects other 
aspects of American law may not be fully known for 
decades. The court said Congress cannot attempt to 
resolve stalled negotiations between states and tribes 
over on-reservation gambling by making states and 
their officials targets of federal lawsuits. The nation’s 
Indian tribes are the nominal losers, but their setback 
could be slight. Federal law still allows them to seek 
help from the secretary of the interior when state 
officials balk at tribal plans for gambling operations. 

Wednesday’s ruling wasextraordinary in two ways. 
First, it ended for Congress nearly 160 years of virtual 
free rein in making laws affecting American Indians. 
Congress still has great power in that field, the court 
said, .but cannot subject states to federal lawsuits. 

Second, the decision breathed new life into the 
Constitution’s 11 th Amendment, which protects states 
from being sued in federal courts against their will. 

TRANSPLANTED HEART 
HAS A MIND OF ITS OWN 

From the March 6 issue of THE MODESTO BEE, 
[quoting:] 

When Claire Sylvia woke up from a heart-and- 
lung transolant ooeration at Yale-New Haven HosDital 

1 

in 1988, she was braving new and strange things-beer 
and chicken nuggets. She began dreaming about a 
young man with the initials T.L. In her sleep, she 
kissed him and as their lips met, she sucked his entire 
body-ghost-style-into her own. Convinced that her 
new organs may have triggered profound change within 
her, Sylvia set out to discover the identity of her donor. 
He was an 18-year-old house painter whose names 
began with a T and an L. He loved cold beer and fried 
chicken. 

After hearing this eerie story, collaborator-to-the- 
stars William Novak tracked down Sylvia, a dance 
teacher in her mid-fifties, and arranged to write her 
live-lives?-story. He also was intrigued by her work 
with other organ recipients who have had similar expe- 
riences. The result, tentatively called A Change of 
Heart, will be published by Little, Brown & Co. next 
year. [I think variations on this theme could provide 
lots of movie clones for a whole new thriller genre: 
innocent young woman (Demi?) receives transplanted 
heart of psychopathic murderer and...(stop me if it’s 
already been done!) It could also open up a whole new 
avenue of legal defense, kind of like the now-famous 
“Twinkie Defense”: “My transplant made me do it. ” 
The reader who contributed this piece wonders about 
this issue with regard to the recent transplant of ba- 
boon parts into humans (are they experiencing a strong 
craving for bananas?!) Hey! Although this has its 
amusing aspects, it’s serious stufj; too. When a body 
part from “Jack” is transplanted into the body of 
“‘Jill ‘( wouldn ?t BOTH entities be-inhabiting the body 

from agenetic, DNA point ofview? Kindof iikd the way 
your parasites take control of your appetite to insure 
their own survival? Remember that any one ceil in a 
body contains the entire genetic blueprint for that 
entity and, as you readers know, a complete new entity 
can be cloned from that one ceil. There is usually 
much, much more involved in “modern medicine’s” 
grand ‘fix-its” than meets the eye!] 

MEDICINE. NUTRITION 
LINE BLURRING 

From the April 8 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTI- 
NEL, [quoting:] 

WASHINGTON-Americans with high blood pres- 
sure can buy a new salt substitute that tastes like real 
salt, but they won’t find it in grocery stores-it’s in 
pharmacies near the aspirin. Cardi Salt Alternative is 
blurring the line between medicine and nutrition be- 
cause it’s eaten under a doctor’s orders to fight disease. 
Welcome to the new world of “medical foods”, one 
consumer advocate says may be an expensive gimmick, 
but an emerging field that’s attracting attention. “This 
is where food is going in the next 20 years,” said Scott 
Bass, a Georgetown University food policy professor 
and attorney. “It’s a very hot topic.” [Oh, swell!] 

DRUG MAKERS OFFER 
DEAL IN HIV SUIT 

From the April 19 issue ofthe (Los Angeles) DAILY 
NEWS, [quoting:] 

NEW YORK-Four drug companies accused of 
selling HIV-tainted blood products to thousands of U.S. 
hemophiliacs will offer a $600 million settlement today 
in an attempt to end a decade of litigation. the offer was 
revealed Thursday night by Bayer AG, one of the 
defendants on behalf of the other three, Baxter Interna- 
tional Inc., Rhone-Poulenc Rorer Inc., and Alpha Thera- 
peutics Inc. It will be made in letters to be mailed today 
to lawyers for HIV-infected patients and their families 

around the country. 
If accepted, it could provide payments of roughly 

$100,000 to every American hemophiliac who con- 
tracted the virus which causes AIDS by taking tainted 
blood-clotting products manufactured by the compa- 
nies during the early 1980s. Also covered would be the 
families of deceased patients and spouses or children 
who acquired HIV from an infected hemophiliac. The 
offer comes after five months of negotiations between 
groups representing HIV-positive hemophiliacs and 
the companies, said Corey Dubin of Goleta, Calif., a 
national leader of HIV-positive hemophiliacs. 

The offer is less than one quarter the amount that 
some of the same companies agreed to pay Japanese 
hemophiliacs last month. In addition, Dubin said, the 
offer contains coercive provisions forcing nearly every 
hemophiliac to accept it-or it will be withdrawn. 

Since the mid-1980s, hemophiliacs have accused 
the companies of putting their profits over safety by 
knowingly selling HIV-infected clotting products made 
from donated blood. Last year, courts threw out a class- 
action lawsuit filed by hemophiliacs attempting to 
consolidate all cases into one court in Chicago. How- 
ever, Dubin said new evidence has emerged that 
strengthens the plaintiffs’ case. Dubin said the compa- 
nies intentionally took blood from people more likely to 
have HIV. “We can prove they were collecting from 
I.V. drug users and prison populations,” he said. “They 
were getting plenty of cheap plasma because it served 
their economic interests and kept their costs 
down....That’s whythey’re at the table. They’refright- 
ened for the first time.” 

VIET BOAT PEOPLE SENT 
-HOME” AS 

REFUGEE CAMPS CLOSE DOWN 

From ,the -same -issue of the DAEL If NEW&, .[quot- 
ing:] 

KUANTAN, ‘Malaysia-&lien ‘and defeated, 3 17 
Vietnamese boat people shuffled down a gangplank 
into the hold of a Malaysian navy landing craft Thurs- 
day morning, the first to be sent back home by ship as 
refugee camps in Southeast Asia prepare to close down 
for good. For these failed migrants it was the end of a 
journey across the same South China Sea, begun in the 
hope of a new life in the West but leading only to half 
a decade in a crowded refugee camp. It also signaled 
the approaching end of the era of Vietnamese refugees 
that began on helicopters in the tumult of the commu- 
nist takeover of Saigon in April 1975, then grew to a 
flood of hundreds of thousands of desperate boat people, 
many whom lost their lives to storms and pirates. 

More than a million Vietnamese refugees succeeded 
in reaching the United States. Even as Thursday’s 
shipload began its 30-hour journey to the southern 
Vietnamese port of Vung Tau, successful Vietnamese- 
Americans were flying back to visit or do business, with 
dollars in their pockets. 

BIZARRE ‘COPTERS IN CASPER 

From a recent issue of the CASPER (Wyoming) 
STAR-TRIBUNE, [quoting:] 

Just off Hat Six Road, dozens of men huddle in the 
unforgiving winds blowing off of Casper Mountain, 
peering through night vision glasses, scanning the sky. 
Some unknown force has been flying helicopters, some- 
times in formation, through the darkness, they say, 
three nights a week, three hours a night, for more than 
a year. even when spied through $5,000 night-vision 
goggles, the men must identify the aircraft by their 
strobe patterns alone. 

Reports of the sightings have reached the governor’s 
office, the sheriff’s office, the Federal Aviation Ad- 
ministration and the Wyoming National Guard. None 
of the agencies can explain what’s going on. The FAA 
says it’s investigating eyewitness reports, according to 
Mitch Barker at the regional office in Seattle. 
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Whatever the lights in the sky are, they’re not U.S. 
military-or, presumably, any other military, says 
Wyoming National Guard Adjutant General Ed 
Boenisch, who says he’s exhausted every imaginable 
lead and turned up no proof of training missions or 
operations, period. He thinks the huge sky and curva- 
ture of the Earth may be playing tricks with the men’s 
eyes, fooling them into thinking commercial aircraft 
hundreds of miles away are something else. [How 
creative-I’m sure the observers are impressed.] 

MONTANA BASHING 

Not just Montana, but the entire Northwest takes a 
bashing from this Associated Press article which ap- 
peared in the April 7 issue of THE ORLANDO SENTI- 
NEL, [quoting:] 

JORDAN, Mont.-The Northwest showed a mean 
streak last-week. Two bombs exploded in Washington, 
the Unabomber suspect surfaced in Montana and a 
survivalist’s shed blew up in Oregon. It was enough to 
make Montana’s defiant Freemen seem like model 
citizens-but it hardly surprised those who know the 
region’s history for drawing desperados of an anti- 
social, anti-government sort. [Lots of mind-bending 
propaganda in that sentence!] From old-time cattle 
rustlers to today’s white supremacists, those with a 
reason to hide from the law have sought out the 
Northwest’s rugged and sparsely populated back coun- 
try. Since the March 25 arrest of two of their leaders, 
about 20 Freemen, wives and children have fended off 
the FBI from their barricaded wheat farm. 

Their surliness seemed contagious: 
* On Monday a pipe bomb exploded outside an 

office of The Spokesman-Review newspaper in Spo- 
kane, Wash. Ten minutes later gunmen robbed a 
nearby bank and set off a bomb. No one was injured. 
The methods and a letter left behind bore similarities to 
past crimes for which white supremacists were blamed. 
[Of course, it- is a favorite pflstime of government 
operatives to perpetrate terrorist activities “on be- 
half” of those it seeks to discredit.] 

* On Wednesday a shed packed with explosives, 
ammunition and guns exploded 60 miles east of Port- 
land, Ore., breaking windows in nearby homes. Shred- 
ded bomb-making literature rained down like confetti. 
A federal firearms charge was filed against the shed’s 
owner. 

* The same day, FBI agents nabbed a hermit living 
in a shack along Montana’s Continental Divide. They 
say Ted Kaczynski is the Unabomber, blamed for three 
deaths and 23 injuries over 18 years. 

Some conditions inviting to the violently inclined 
have long existed in the Northwest. Never-ending 
debate about how to use the region’s vast federal lands 
[it belongs to all of us, remember!?] feeds an anti- 
government mood. There is also easy access to agents 
of destruction. Miners need dynamite. Farmers need 
the fertilizer that can be cooked into a bomb. And a guy 
with a closet full of guns around here is called a 
sportsman, not a terrorist. [Good grie/:] 

GRAIN SHORTAGES WARN 
OF GLOBAL FAMINE 

From the April 15 issue of the SPOTLIGHT, [quoting:] 
The International Grains Council has reported that 

global production of wheat reserves are at their lowest 
level in 20 years. Global production in 1995 was about 
1,244 million tons, 51 million tons less than 1994 
production. From Britain, as an example, comes re- 
ports that world grain prices have doubled in the past 
two years and of a threat of serious shortages in the next 
few months. In addition, according to the council, 
stocks of grain have slumped for the third year running, 
with 185 million tons in 1995, down about 33 million 
tons from the previous year. Globally, Russia, the 
United States, Kazakhstan, Argentina and Australia, 
among the world’s largest producers, have all reported 

lower-than-expected harvests. Third World countries 
who depend upon U.S. grain to survive are expected to 
suffer the worst consequences. 

Some of the worst news of grain shortages comes 
from Russia, where last year’s grain crop was at a 30- 
year low of 66 million tons, down from 81.3 million 
tons of the previous year. Russia has suffered from 
severe drought in its southern grain-growing regions. 
In addition, the government cut subsidies to the collec- 
tive farmers. Now the farmers’ plight is made worse by 
their inability to buy fertilizer and machinery. The 
shortages come at a time in Russia when the popula- 

rural areas, have been forced to live on bread. 
The situation in Red China is becoming desperate. 

Due to rapid, largely unplanned, economic growth, the 
loss of farmland is creating demands for grain that 
ultimately neither China’s farmers nor the rest of the 
world will be able to satisfy. China’s population is 
growing at a rate of 14 million a year. 

Severe famine in neighboring North Korea is caus- 
ing concern throughout Asia, which fears that the 
North Koreans’ unstable, stridently Marxist govern- 
ment will become increasingly belligerent to meet its 
food needs, including a possible move against prosper- 

tion, particularly old people and those living in poor, ous South Korea. - - 
- - 

New Caia Presents 
Bread Mixes, Flour & Kernels 

Spelt is the most ancient and very best grain. Spelta (its more formal name) is a grain of 

‘r ‘ its own unique being. It is the best fiber resource and has large amounts of B-17 (anti- 
“S j : carcinoma). The grain berry grows an exceptionally thick husk that protects it from pollut- 
ii ‘ 
+** ants and insects. It is stored with its husks intact, so it remains fresher. Thus, unlike other ;‘: 
ii” 
r+r grains, it is not normally treated with pesticides or other chemicals. The strong, protective ,” 

$$ 

husk may also be a metaphorical signature of this grain’s capacity to strengthen immunity. 

Spelt contains special carbohydrates (Mucopolysaccharides) which rire an important factor 
:G in blood clotting and stimulating the body’s immune system. 
,:_ New Gaia offers Bread Mixes that use pure Spelt flour instead of wheat. The taste is 

uniquely nutty and enjoyable for the whole family. Also offered are combination Bread Mixes 
with both Spelt flour and whole wheat flour. Both are perfect for a 2 lb. loaf of bread which 

i“ can be utilized in the Hitachi Bread Machine or others of its equal. The mixes are easy to use 
with only the simple addition of water, butter & sweetener. The packages come in 2 lb. sizes only. 

Also available are whole spelt flour packages for your baking and homemade bread needs 
that come in 2 lb., 4 lb. and 8 lb. sizes. 

You may also order the whole spelt kernels that can be milled at home into flour. These 
P!? ,i. come in 4 lb. and 10 lb. bags. 
‘;I..., ;i’r----------------------..m------------. ,L-, :.~. .“yy 
-;2\ I JENNY’S BAGELS 
; ,. .< :’ j,.. I (Bread Machine) 
g_b, -2 rc 
w 

I 
1 l/3 c. water 2 tsp. salt 
2 tbl. honey l/4 c. gluten 
4 cm spelt flour 2 l/2 tsp. yeast (1 pkg) 

Put all ingredients in bread machine; let machine knead dough once, let rise in 
machine 20 minutes only; remove dough; divide into a rope and form into bagels. 
Place on a greased baking sheet; cover; let rise 20 minutes. Boil 2 inches of water 
in a skillet; place bagels in boiling water, 30 seconds each side; remove and drain 
on a towel. Place on greased baking sheet; bake 8 minutes at 400-450 degrees. 

i;, 

See Next-to-Last Page for ordering information 
or calll-800-639-4242 (I-800-New-Gaia) 
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More On Japanese Culture 

A/l17 Vicit Tn Th 

ing designed solely to benefit either party, but to ben- 
efit both. However, it may be that the United States 
would be the greater beneficiary, if. the presence of 
Japan’; a’s etitipllfied b;y’ the’ Grand Shrines of Ise, 
could help the American. people to realize that they 

vmm1I, mv JL1 
have wandered off.the track, that they have been lured 
into the worship of false gods, and that, as the great 

.ShrineS..qf Is9 sd coiripellihgly remind us, in the final 
analysis-the bottom line, as it were-spiritual power 
is a much greater force than either the power of money 

Grand Shrines of Ise orthepowerofthemachine. 
The ritual service in the temple served to confirm 

4/2/96 EUSTACE MULLINS 

During my travels in Japan during February, 1996, 
through many busy days and varied experiences, it 
became apparent to me that the most memorable event 
of my tour was my visit to the Grand Shrines of Ise (Ise 
is pronounced Ee-say). My hosts had explained to me 
that Ise was an important shrine of the Japanese people, 
in fact, THE most important shrine; but even this 
advance information did not fully prepare me for the 
overwhelming presence which I encountered at Ise. At 
the Grand Shrines of Ise, I was overcome by the revela- 
tion of the power of a qreat nation, and whence that 
power came. 

The Western world has been seduced by the myth 
that power comes from machines. A philosophy of 
history, dialectical materialism or Communism, was 
developed to persuade us to worship the machine, in the 
power of the State, as the source of all power. The 
problem with dialectical materialism is that the ma- 
chine cannot create itself; it must be built by people. 
Therefore, it would be more logical to worship the 
power which brought the machine into being, rather 
than the machine itself. The Communists have never 
been able to solve this dilemma, which explains the 
diminishing power of Communism as a world force. 

my initial impression, that I was indeed in the presence 
of a very powerful force. For years , I had listened to 
Japanese court music, and now I was privileged to hear 

logical to expect that as the West prospered, even the music of the ceremony. This is not merely the 
greater and more magnificent cathedrals would have ceremony of an ancient culture, but of a culture which 
been built? But they have not been built. There is an remains pure and vibrant despite the pressures of the 
explanation for this. The West, after the cathedrals had modern world. In the West, religion has bowed to the 
been built, changed its allegiance. Abandoning the blandishments of dialectical materialism, and has al- 
spiritual power which inspired the building of the great tered its message to embrace social, if not socialist, 
cathedrals, the West transferred its reverence to a new goals. The result is that the people receive no spiritual 
object of worship: the worship of capital, the power of refreshing, and must face the problems of the world 
money. The people accepted the premise that capital without spiritual energy and belief. 
was now the most powerful force in the world. How- It may seem that this is a great deal of experience 
ever, capital did not produce any more great cathedrals. to result from a few hours at the Grand Shrines of Ise, 
Instead, the Capitalists designed their banks and office but I have merely recounted reaction to the spiritual 
buildings to look like smaller cathedrals. The Age of presence which I found there. A revelation can be of 
the Cathedrals had ended. only a few se.conds duration or it can be an experience 

At the Grand Shrines of Ise, I realized that a recollected much later in tranquillity. Although I 
magnificent cathedral is not the ultimate manifestation stored all of these emotions while I was at the shrine, it 
of spiritual power. Here, I found a perfect harmony of was not until much later that I was able to sort them out 
shrine and nature, an effect which was the very purpose and to realize the importance of this visit. Few people 
of the shrine. I began to understand that a shrine or today seem to be capable of receiving such a revelation, 
temple has a purpose far greater than that of a building. because we are intent on being entertained. We do not 
It is a place where the guiding force of a great nation like to have an experience unless it is pleasurable. 
can be focused, as a magnifying glass focuses the rays However, pleasure is of short duration, and the sensa- 
of the Sun into the much greater power of fire. tion must be repeated ad infinilum, if one is to continue 

Economists in the West describe the “Miracle of to enjoy it. This is not true of a revelation, which can 
Japan” exclusively as an economic force, the power of last for a lifetime. There are many recorded instances 
production. At the Grand Shrines of Ise, I learned that ofpersons receiving a revelation which not only changed 

continue to grow and prosper. What is their secrei? I 
While Communism weakens, the people of Japan 

came to believe, after visiting the Grand Shrines of Ise, 
that this is their secret-their belief in themselves and 
the spiritual power which sustains them, as exempli- 
fied by the Grand Shrines of Ise. 

1 

behind this Dower is a much rreatcr Dower. the Dower their life but sustained them for a lifetime. 
. , 1 

of the spirit. This is the power of Japan. However, 
many foreigners do not visit the shrine, and thus they 
remain ignorant of the moving force of this nation. 

The moment I walked onto the grounds of Ise, I 
became aware of this force. It was a very powerful 
experience because it revealed to me why I had been 
brought to Japan, the real reason for my being there. 
Many people had worked together to bring me to Japan, 
and I am very grateful for their efforts, which have 
resulted in a very rewarding experience. Not until I 
came to the Grand Shrines of Ise did I understand the 
power which had compelled them to bring me here. 
Henceforth, my mission would be to raise the level of 
understanding between the people of Japan and the 
people of the United States. Other Westerners had 
preceded me in this mission, most notably, Ernest 
Fenollosa, whose memorial I had been able to visit on 
my tour, and my mentor and quide, the poet Ezra 
Pound, who had pioneered the understanding of Japa- 
nese art in the Western world. 

MORE READIN= 

by Eustace Mullins 

In the Western world, we emphasize that the indi- 
vidual is everything, and that the individual can ac- 
complish anything. But in fact, the power of the 
individual is limited by the fact that he is only one 
person. In order to accomplish important things, he 
must combine with other individuals. We have learned 
to do this by combining in corporations, which can 
amass manpower and capital, and extend their influ- 
ence throughout the world. Certainly these achieve- 
ments are impressive, but here again, we must ask: is 
there another power which makes this possible? The 
answer to this question can be found in the temples of 
a nation. 

In the West, we built great Gothic cathedrals 
throughout Europe in the twelfth century. Although 
the West has prospered since those cathedrals were 
built, no more cathedrals were constructed. Is it not 

Such an improvement of the understanding be- 
tween Japan and the United States is not an undertak- 

AGAINST THE GRAIN-By Glenn Foden 

The Curse Of Canaan 
A Demonology Of History 
(COC) $15.00, 242 pages 

Murder By Injection 
The Story Of The Medical Conspiracy 

Against America (MN) 815.00, 361 pages 

Rape Of Justice 
America’s Tribunals Exposed 

(ROJ) S18.00, 535 pages 

The Secrets Of The Federal Reserve 
(SFR) $15.00, 201 pages 

The World Order 
Our Secret Rulers 

(TWO) $15.00, 297 pages 

To order Eustace Mullins’ superb books, 
please write to: 

Ezra Pound Institute Of Civilization 
P.O. Box 1105 

Staunton, VA 24402. 

(for shipping and handling, add 10%) 
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An unfortunate aspect of modern life is that we are 
continuously bombarded by so many experiences, which 
are not only temporary but which have no importance. 
The power of the spiritual life is that it prepares us for, 
and makes it possible for us to receive more important 
experiences. A shrine serves the great purpose of 
allowing us to be renewed at the source of power. 
Throughout history, civilizations have crumbled after 
their shrines became corrupted and were no longer a 
source of power and faith. This usually occurred 
because the people were no longer worthy of their 
shrines, and because they themselves were corrupted. 
This was most notably illustrated by the Cult of Baal, 
which preceded Christianity in the ancient world. The 
worshippers of Baa1 converted their temples into houses 
of prostitution, where they routinely sacrificed small 
children for “good luck”. Although the Baalites disap- 
peared from history, remnants of their cult still operate 
surreptitiously throughout the world, spreading de- 
struction in their wake. 

One might well ask, how is it that I, who am not 
Japanese, can visit the Grand Shrines of Ise and expe- 
rience so much? The answer is that I am able to 
experience these powers because I am aware of my own 
identity. As the ancient Greeks said, nothing human is 
alien to me. I walk on the Earth to increase understand- 
ing, because I do not have to be preoccupied with my 
own problems. In the West, many people are fascinated 
with the need to “discover” one’s identity, to “find 
oneself’. However, one’s identity is not a secret, nor is 
it a vein of gold hidden away which we must spend our 
life searching for. People refuse to accept their identity 
because they do not wish to face the responsibility 
which that acceptance implies. Once we know who we 
are, we can no longer evade our life’s task by the protest 
that “I would like to do somethig, but I am not yet ready, 
because I first must find out who I really am.” This is 
the pretext of the immature, the eternal student, who 
explains, “I am not ready to assume the duties of life 
because I am not yet prepared.” In fact, everyone on 
Earth has a purpose, a task, which can be postponed 
only by the continued denial of one’s identity. No one 
can “develop” or “find” their identity, because they are 
born with it. A vast profession has grown up to 
intervene with those who deny their identity-the pro- 
fession of psychotherapy, which offers a crutch for 
their denial of identity. 

These were some of the revelations which came to 
mr at the Grand Shrines of Ise. Even the gods must 
occasionally pause to rest, and it is at these places that 
we can build a shrine As I walked through its grounds, 
I understood that the people of Japan have their iden- 
tity. The strength of spiritual power is that it autho- 
rizes you to accept your identity, and thereby to become 
a functional member of society. I do not believe I could 
have come to such a conclusion in any religious build- 
ing in America, because those buildings exclude na- 
ture. At the Grand Shrines of Ise, I was convinced that 
this shrine celebrates the place of Man on Earth, in the 
presence of the Sun goddess, and the harmony of this 
partnership. I too was able to enjoy the intense inner 
peace which I saw in the face of others present, and 
which I have only found in two other places: the Garden 
of the Gods in Colorado, and in the more volcanic areas 
of Yellowstone National Park. In Japan, at the Grand 
Shrines of Ise, I experienced the grandeur of life, the 
grandeur of nature, and the hope of the future. 

YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE 
TO CONTACT BY 

CALLING 
l-BOO-BOO-5565 

Doris Ekker On: 

The Power Of God 
In Our Life-Plav 
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4/17/96 DORIS EKKER 

GOD SAID IT WOULD 
BE THIS WAY! 

I have always, to now, I suppose, assumed that we 
as a species were in this game together. I found that I 
believed if a person said he was/is my friend, I accepted 
that as truth. Perhaps I am too allowing, and friend- 
ship bonds myself to others wherein I truly am not 
wanted. This character trait is dangerous in the world 
of MAN. 

Today, this morning, I stand at the crossroads 
filled with choices. No, they are not world-shaking or 
even very important except to me and those of us who 
believe that God is ALL, God is Love, God is Light. I 
don’t speak of religion or even religiously following 
anything to anywhere. God is within my soul and I 
make no claim to his entirety for I already am a part of 
HIS LIGHT. 

I realize that others also know this and yet are 
bound to the FEAR of letting go of whatever represents 
security to us without ability to sort wheat from chaff 
and I find that I long for the days when I didn’t KNOW. 
Ignorance allows you to leave responsibility to others, 
ignore that which is WRONG, disallow actions which 
speak of character growth, you know, just drift along as 
the political, physical, and limited knowledge will 
send you. I observe how easy it is to become one with 
physical limitation and remain in the undemanding 
shackles of the play script. I have roles in myriads of 
plays while only occasionally writing the play only to 
realize that in my instance I wrote them ALL in which 
I participated-at the least, my little part. 

This morning I find that I don’t want to write 
another sentence on any subject that brings me contro- 
versy, either within or from without. Why might that 
be?, I thought to myself. I KNOW that to attain the 
goals of lifetimes, even for self, brings responsibility 
for the whole of the brotherhood of Man. But a funny 
thing happened to me on the way to the forum of this 
keyboard this morning. I realized that in the myriads 
of lessons from this keyboard I knew that I finally 
KNEW/KNOW. 

I see and KNOW that the physical being cannot 
rest on a rainbow or on a dream. I KNOW that the 
“mind” can stay atop both-BUT WHAT I REALLY 
CAME TO KNOW WAS THAT IT IS SOUL THAT 
MATTERS AND SOUL BECOMES THE RAINBOW, 
THE DREAM, THE LIGHT! Physical eyes see the 
reflection of light, mind visualizes the light BUT 
SOUL IS THE LIGHT. In this sudden realization I 
instantly KNEW that I would create my own destiny or 
it would not come upon me other than as my worst 
enemies would send it forth. All I need to recognize 
now is HOW to achieve that which I shall create. 

I thought about how to serve this dish of under- 
standing even to myself and found my mind wandering 
to a time I remember not but being as a child I looked 
across a field of daisies in full bloom and my mind was 
swept by the color and wonder of such a thing as a 
flower. I didn’t try to understand the universe-I 

simply appreciated the curiosity of having something 
so pretty, so alive in the sunshine and breeze, and yet 
being without ability to even speculate about the sight 
or any type of reality checkpoint or reference relation- 
ship. The flowers just “were” and I just “was”. Then 
I pondered on growing and the realization of the cycles 
of the flowers just as the annual changes of myself. The 
daisy became something to pick and look at later, press 
as in a memory into a book, hold for a little while to 
“make wishes” on the petals, and then after much 
thought I found myself looking over thousands of acres 
of DEAD DAISIES and somehow I knew that I had 
allowed this devastation to come upon my own cre- 
ations. 

I wanted to go back in memory and dance on 
rainbows, ride the wind, blow bubbles on the sea and 
simply adore the daisy. Then my “self” realized that I 
KNEW that what I really wanted was to again be the 
rainbow and BE THE LIGHT wherein wholeness and 
fulfillment overflows all cups of experience. The soul 
also knows relationships, understands purpose and 
connections and brings balance to all things without 
falling to the wayside in fear. Fear goes when we take 
control with an honorable soul which is within the 
LIGHT of Goodness. Within THAT Light I AM that 
Light for it goes beyond being touched by Angels or 
embraced by the Light. This is no near-death experi- 
ence for it IS A NEAR-LIFE EXPERIENCE. There is 
no need to “die” to CREATE. We create our own script 
every day and thus comes the wonderment as to why we 
create it so poorly? I suddenly realized it is because we 
are “trained” through the darkness and ignorance of 
TRUTH. 

If our goals be worthy and our desires sincere, God 
will respond and it will probably not be as we demand 
or implore-so we think we have no answer. We will 
have no answers until we take responsibility and create 
the answers. I could see that no matter how I tried to 
escape the reality of what goes on, the facts kept 
sweeping over my mind in waves of understanding. In 
the physical plane of existence, whatever it is, there are 
required physical responses and needs for the working 
of the play. You cannot simply say, “Well, soul, old 
buddy, I don’t need physical things...” because in the 
physical arena there must be equally physical things. 
So, we have to assume we need that which is, necessary 
to function within the play and that includes even a 
medium of exchange-for the script is filled with physi- 
cal beings. You cannot separate self without assuming 
another position of dimension. If I am to participate in 
the physical experience, I must remain physical. This 
means a dual problem, however, for the physical is a 
binding, heavy, burdensome set of choices, decisions, 
manufacturing, ego assaults and dense matter. There- 
fore, the soul must always be attended lest we lock 
ourselves to the plane of conjured monsters and drag- 
ons. The MIND must find the pathway, clear the 
stumbling blocks, open the way and learn the lessons to 
offer freedom to soul. 

Since all of us as Spirits took part in the Creation 
of our World in which we now experience-are we not 
yet creating? We realize that some entities such as 
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Nikola Tesla could conjure in his mind, build in a 
higher dimension and test his inventions in that realm 
before even building the physical model in the third- 
dimensional plane of matter. Ah, but we have it 
backwards, don’t we? The original idea is in Spirit, 
projected onto mind and finally mind transforms the 
thought to matter realization. This means that we had 
to “be” before we came to express in physical form. 
That further means we had to express “before” there 
was that upon which to act out our play. In this 
realization there next comes the very basic truth of 
allowance of all other experiences. In other words, “I” 
cannot choose for another for each must take responsi- 
bility for his own choices and actions. 

I believe that our whole thrust in physical experi- 
ence is to learn the purpose of LIFE. How is it that we 
come to be here? Why? Well, why indeed, do we go to 
college or to universities to increase knowledge? Earth 
gives us opportunity to train “on the job”, so to speak, 
while agreeing to live within the rules of the game laid 
before us in a physical format. 

All spirits in the pre-mortal world shared in the 
creation of our worlds made physical and our own 
becoming mortal. We were with God and we knew that 
we were within the perfect oneness with Creator. We 
knew that there was absolute love and we recognized 
without debate the positive and yet conditional refer- 
ences to what would become our “actions”. We each 
and all participated in the creation of our own play- 
ground, our own stage, upon which we could act out in 
conscious realization our play. We prepared accord- 
ingly. We bonded with others who would be in our play, 
in order to recognize our missions and complete them. 
We came as volunteers, each of us eager to learn and 
experience all that God had created for us to use. I 
know that each of us made our own decision to come 
here and we did it in Spirit where the challenges could 
be assembled in order to develop the necessary graded 
steps to achievement. In that world of Spirit even the 
most fragile among us here has strength and is valiantly 
gifted there. 

We are given agency to act for ourselves in this 
manifested place of “matter”, this electric world. Our 
own actions determine the course of our “lives”, as we 
call this experience, and further determine our higher 
realization as we move beyond the physical. We can 
alter and redirect our lives at any time along the way. 
God made the promise that He would not interfere or 
intervene in our lives UNLESS WEASE HIM. We all 
launch out on our journey quite happy for this freedom 
of choice. We were grateful for this ability to express 
our free will and to exercise this wondrous power. We 
could now choose whatever response in emotion and 
expression that we would wish. The choice would be 
our own through our decisions. 

The greatest lesson I have had to learn is that there 
is no worthiness or meaning in that which we do in 
selfish intent. God has given us individual talents, for 
lack of better description of how we come to HAVE 
talents-and always according to our needs and expec- 
tations. But there is no happiness to be found in simply 
expressing these things in selfish modality. We have to 
work with, and eventually understand, the laws, and 
overcome the limitations of this physical life. By 
understanding these laws we are surely better able to 
serve those around us. Whatever we become here in 
mortality is meaningless unless it is done for the ben- 
efit of others. It is only through others that we can find 
completion in ourselves. Our only true use of those 
wondrous talents given is in our service for ONLY in 
serving do we grow spiritually. In that service also 
comes the understanding of LOVE in its supreme posi- 
tion within God and within Self. 

At 3:00 a.m. this morning the phone awakened us. 
The caller was from Europe and, I believe, in retro- 
spect, had very good news. The grog of sleep was heavy 
and, once pushed briefly aside, the mind was off and 
running in its own directions until morning. Interest- 
inn memories flood through the mind at such times. 

Realizations are abundant in the full confrontation of 
responsibility and recognition. There was full realiza- 
tion of “connections” but total objectivity of circum- 
stance and journey. Big question marks are removed 
when realization walks in. The physical responses are 
not present-only the KNOWING. And, I knew! I 
knew that if my circumstances will change-I SHALL 
HAVE TO CHANGE THEM MY SELF. If I weary of the 
assaults of legal nightmares then I must end them, no 
more and no less. To suit other needs, I realize that I 
must end them favorably lest discredit come upon our 
dedicated work within the Light of God. In other 
words, I must create that which allows right to prevail. 
I have to realize that I AM the creative fragment of 
God’s total reflection and within each fragment is the 
blueprint of the WHOLE of everything. Therefore, 
within me, in that LIGHT, I AM EVERYTHING. If I 
KNOW THIS then why do I continue to beat-up myself 
and have sorrow for those who do not see and hear 
truth? Why indeed? Every and EACH entity has a right 
to his/her own perceptions and interpretations and no 
amount of argument or reason shall change a mind 
buried in cement. Why waste time and effort-go find 
the way without hanging up on the impossible. I am 
finding it amusing to realize that I can communicate 
personally by phone with a friend half a world away. I 
know, for a fact, however, that I can communicate with 
that friend from half a universe away. I can communi- 
cate ever so much more easily with God, who is not even 
a breath away. 

One day it was said by our teacher that “I can create 
and I can uncreate. ..you!” Oh goodness, that one about 
did it and has had repercussions ever since. Today, I 
understand it for I can create and I can uncreate-in 
mind and in soul. But my soul resides within the Light 
which is God and therefore is of secure knowingness. 
My mind shall create and uncreate until I find that 
which allows fulfillment of my own intended mission to 
SERVE. The moment I focus ONLY on self, Icease to 
serve and I become impotent in a11 things. I AM 

unlimited and yet I allow bondage to enslave me in my 
frustrations and immediate considerations of the mo- 
ment. What we really are saying to self is how frus- 
trated we are with the actions of OTHERS who hold so 
much power over our own journey. Do they? No, but 
we allow it to become so. Well, the realization then 
comes that if we invite others into our lives to fill tasks 
for which we choose to not fill, then we are stuck with 
allowing them to do their job which in our own per- 
ception may be totally inadequate. Ah, but they may 
well know more about law, medicine, etc., and we must 
measure that knowledge against the haste and possible 
waste of “doing it yourself’. 

I am caused to think on some things which are 
taking place around the globe at present and pondering 
about what difference it makes TO ME. Do we go off 
the deep end in things such as income tax objections 
while missing the important points of living? I realize 
that as long as I LIVE WITHIN THE LAWS OF GOD 
I CAN ALSO FUNCTION WITHIN THE LAWS OF 
THE LAND WITHOUT GOING TO WAR, ESPE- 
CIALLY WITHIN MY HEART, MIND AND/OR 
SOUL. If I do not accept your burden or your gift, then 
I hold neither. If you accept not my burden nor my 
gift-then you hold neither. Either way your choice is 
not my business. 

I reach out to God in my own frustrations for often 
I simply do not have answers which are constantly in 
demand that I produce. I am hurt and drained by the 
assaults which seem unfair and am frustrated by the 
demands and threats of others. However, this morning 
I KNEW that I would create the way and in that 
realization I can do my JOB even if it be not that which 
I “thought” I wanted. There are a handful of people 
scattered around and who work far harder than I shall 
ever work to achieve that which must be attended in 
Truth. I shall never be able to adequately thank or 
serve these friends who have allowed us to continue 
through their very love and prayers. Together we shall 
accomplishthe perfection of living Truth in the peifec- 

Important Notice To Readers 
We at CONTACT are asking for your feedback and 

help. If you have received a phone call, packages of 
information, or a letter(s) from George Green in his 
ongoing efforts to bring down the work of the Phoenix 
Institute For Research & Education, Ltd. and CON- 
TACT, at any time over the past several years-but, 
particularly over the last 12 months, PLEASE NOTIFY 
OUR OFFICE USING THE FOLLOWING PHONE 
NUMBER: 800-800-5565. This is VERY IMPOR- 
TANT at present, so we thank you in advance for your 
response to this request. When calling, please speak 
with either Rick Martin or Brent Moorhead. If you 
have received any such information, after speaking 
with us, if you choose to do so, you may send that 
information to us at: P. 0. Box 27800 Las Vegas, NV 
89126. THANK YOU. 
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tion of God’s PERFECT sequence. I have no wish to my own expression and better understand myself. I basis do you have to destroy me? It seems I must 
slay dragons or even argue with those who want to share it with my friends who ask explanations for our represent something so great as to cause you to be 
simply quarrel and control. I have POWER and I do coalition and entanglements along the way. I can only recognized for your ill-intentioned envy. I have asked 
NOT want control over any save myself. In my perfect express my OWN perceptions and realizations and for nothing from you who now represent such bitter 
world there would be none who want my space. That is never shall I intentionally USE another for my pur- enemies-and even though I do not understand it to my 
NOT likely for I hold THE JEWEL of the UNIVERSE. poses but might we not share this journey and these physical liking, I do understand the total inability of 
I HAVE KNOWING! In that KNOWING, there is not visions and together be worthy of slaying the dragons yourselves to be otherwise. Your inability is not, 
the slightest doubt of winning the game for there is no which devour our very souls? I want no wealth beyond however, my business and therefore I stand on my own 
way in which I can lose for if God be with me-who can that which is required for doing that which we have ability to continue my way into the Lighted places of my 
be against me? I have known this since I was that little agreed to produce, no more but certainly NOT LESS. higher teachers and not into the dark holes of your 
tyke in Athenia, Pleiades a billion years ago, bobbling All things belong to their creator and in that abundance conjuring in greed and corruption. You live in your ego 
through the daisy patch. I expect to receive that which is necessary for Creator’s snares and I shall live within God and let us see what 

What I must do now is to insure that those who needs. I realize that I no longer have attachments of comes of it. I shall no longer give you quarter in your 
come after me can HAVE A DAISY. I also know that lingering demands on physical things but recognize the wish to destroy that which is good for that which is your 
I can have absolute love for those who come my way- higher purpose of my own existence. I DO have a greed and mean intent. God is with me and therefore I 
but I shall certainly place more “conditions” on those mission and a purpose and it bears no NAME or recog- shall be sustained and nobody told me this journey 
who would take from me and then call me the evil one. nition of myself to other than my self. Wisdom may would be a cute jig through rose petals. If I find but 
I am NOT EVIL and for that very reason I am attacked. well be recognized but it has no merit unless used in ONE daisy along my pathway I shall rejoice. If I find 
I am NOT perfection but I AM GOOD! I KNOW my actions and expressions. Don’t ask me of what “race” a jasmine flower I shall have found it all. If I only have 
station, my responsibility and my duty and in that I I be--but rather, ask me what race I’m “in” and perhaps a sparrow as company I shall further rejoice but I 
stand blessed indeed for few ever realize their mission today I have a better answer than I had yesterday. SHALL FLY ON WINGS OF EAGLES AND BEYOND 
and purpose. I bless and thank each who have helped I do not hate even Evil for if I give POWER to evil FOR THAT IS THE PROMISE OF CREATOR WITHIN 
me grow, and most especially my so-called enemies, for through hate, I have lost. I must stand strong in LIGHT THE WONDROUS ETERNAL LAWS OF THE UNI- 
without them I would have no challenges to overcome. and TRUTH and Evil shall take its own course and fall VERSE. AND FURTHERMORE, I SHALL SOAR 
Thank you, God, for allowing me to do those RIGHT before me. If adversity had not come my way I would HIGH AND STRONG WITH MY OWN WINGS FOR 
things to allow other things to bear fruit today and in never realize this amazing character within myself. THE WIND BENEATH MY WINGS BE GOD. 
this “time”. Is it not wonderful that somewhere along Without the help of those who shared with me would I Your denial is not my business. Your righteous- 
the way, brothers in Light, we did SOMETHING RIGHT ever have persevered long enough in my singular task ness is not my business. My denial and my acceptance 
which has allowed us this wonderful journey with its to have this realization. I know that we must have one is my business and therefore, not yours. But your love 
myriad experiences? another so that we might recognize our own reflection is my support and in that connection I shall not fail to 

I think most of us are about to the point of awaken- and find Truth and balance. A simple other realization serve as well and for as long as I can have breath enough 
ing wherein we cannot actually express the dream from came as well from this introspection; I am a part of to do so. 
the awake state of being. When the dream BECOMES Creator so I don’t have to be a lesser scientist or any A few days ago an old acquaintance said it was 
the reality, we have arrived if our dream vision was of other lesser being of any kind. I further conclude that surely stinking around here-as he grows further away 
LIGHTED ONENESS IN ALL THINGS. We ARE that if I change myself then I must surely change my world. from those who called him “friend”. I wonder if there 
which we come to BELIEVE. Therefore, I AM and it is You will have to do that which you will with YOURS. is realization that the stench comes from his own 
enough for there is nothing greater than this. God gives each of us the power and capability of doing rotting ideas of self aggrandizement? If you pluck 

I did not sit to this keyboard today to have great this as suits our freedom of choices. I have requirements yourself from the source of life you have chosen your 
wisdom but I find that all I offer here is most certainly to which I must measure against, my own way. How poison. Putting me down will NOT LIFT YOU UP. IT 
WISE. .I-Mw come ito be wise? I am long a student and verv wonderful if we can find a similar iov to share. I WILL ONLY SHOW THAT WHICH IS YOUR WEAK- 
long have I walked the pathways with my teacher and I 
find it a worthy road composed of that which I make it 
to be. If I stand only on TRUTH then I have no cause 
to be faint of heart or wasted of soul. I shall be exactly 
that which I shall be and it shall be MINE for I AM one 
WITHIN the ONE LIGHT and none can separate me 
from that unity. 

Dave Williams said something a few days back 
which is burned into my heart as he spoke of going 
within his temple and becoming in expression with this 
wondrous Light Source wherein the mere joy of the 
experiences causes the eyes to overflow in appreciation 
and allowance. How can any quarrel over any THING 
have merit of attention against the very realization of 
such strength and universal Truth? 

came to fulfill MY OWN PURPOSE-and you must NESS. 
fulfill yours, whoever you are. If you set me forth as a To any and all of you who might find this note, I can 
leader or taker of your journey then we both err for I only offer my heart and my soul for your inspection. I 
have misled you possibly and I cannot make YOUR now KNOW THAT I KNOW and I further KNOW that 
journey in any event. I am equal to God’s task. Welcome along for I need you 

I will no longer, however, stand silent in the face of badly to share the good for I alone must bear my own 
wrong accusations, even in the physical plane, for it is perceived sorrow. 

Up to now, in this quest for service, I serve as a 
journalist, a reporter, and not an author. Today, I am 
a writer, an author, and I know of that which I write and 
speak. I can stand the slings and arrows of adversity for 
at best they can only be passing fancies of the offending 
energies. Evil intent CANNOT STAND in the LIGHT 
OF GOODNESS and therefore there is no reason to fear 
anything that shall come against us who serve in right 
cause. I do not have to “fight”; I only need to “be” to 
win these silly battles of lie versus truth for the enemy 
must always remember his lies, and truth stands alone. 
Winning or losing is merely a perception of the be- 
holder. To win by the lie is a shallow win indeed, in 
shame, which is always before GOD and becomes, in 
time, SEEN BY MAN. 

There is an old stupid saying that goes: “Sticks and 
stones may break my bones but words will never hurt 
me!” No, friends, all three are painful, damaging and 
ALWAYS hurt if used for that purpose. The point is not 
in the “hurt” but in the realization that if the soul be 
“right” no thing shall touch IT even though appear- 
ances in this illusion of experience may well offer 
otherwise. 

I write this message to myself that I might look at 

WRONG to allow lies to bury goodness-mine or 
anyone’s. I will no longer apologize for my goodness 
in intent in the face of evil intent. You who steal from 
me in truth or substance shall count on meeting me face 
to face for you shall no longer be allowed to go forth 
with those distractions which bring damage to good- 
ness. I claim no asking of fame or of fortune but I do 
claim justice and Truth in my service and will not 
continue to allow ill-intent and greed to push me into 
silence or cowardice. The ones who hide behind the lies 
are the cowards and, yes indeed, I SHALL challenge 
them for even though I think quite humbly of myself- 
I do not think HUMBLY of THE GOD I SERVE. IF MY 
GOD BE NOT YOUR GOD, BEWARE, FOR MINE IS 
TRUTH, LOVE, HONOR, INTEGRITY, AND LIGHT. 
I apologize not for MINE. Why do YOU try so hard to 
discredit that which is perfection in favor of covering 
your own assends, befoulers of Truth? My writings and 
my words speak for themselves and honor is given to 
those who have shared their magnificent truths to 
humanity that we might better see and serve. I am but 
a journalist’s keyboard in sharing that which is offered, 
no more and no less, and you who would cost a brother 
one iota of his due are WRONG in your actions. Ex- 
cuses but make you look sick and disgusting. 

I repeat, if God be with me who can be against me? 
Ah, indeed, it is a wonderful opportunity we have had 
and are having, to find the enemies among us and 
realize who is against us for if you now be against ME 
in my humble and usually unrecognized service to God, 
then surely you are NOT SERVING GOD. I have done 
NOTHING to hurt anyone, even my enemies-so what 

We have come to do a iob and I intend to see to mine 
1 those who try to block the way shall be stood asid 
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Timeless Reminder Offered 
From Esu 66Jesus” Sananda 

Editor’s note: We have elected to share, once 
again, writings which appeared from Esu ‘Jesus” 
Sananda some years ago, speciBcally in 1991. The 
message rings as true today as it did then, and we hope 
that you will spend some serious “quiet time ” in read- 
ing and reflecting on his generous offerings in wisdom. 
Many of us readers are guilty of wanting “new” infor- 
mation, “‘more ” information when, in truth, if we 
really read, reread, andstudied that which has already 
been offered, we would constantly receive new insight. 
Since these writings from Sananda are lengthy, we 
have chosen to break them into a series of several 
installments. 

We here at CONTACT would like to take a moment 
to PUBLICLY thank Sananda for his TRUE LIGHT 
AND LIGHTED WISDOMAND GENEROSITYINSHAR- 
ING SUCH TRUTH WITH US. THANK YOU! 

Part I of this series began in our 3/19/96 
CONTACT on p. 28; Part II was on p. 20 of the 
j/26/96 issue; Part III was on p. 1.5 of the 4/2/96 issue; 
Part IV was on p. 5 of the 4/9/96 issue. 

6/10/91#2 ESU “JESUS” SANANDA 

INFLUENCE OF 
ESU “JESUS” SANANDA 

I return in the presence of the Mighty I Am, that we 
come into understanding that the boundaries be set 
aside so that you can move on in your experience into 
the realms of higher qualification. If you linger within 
the shackles of that which has been given erroneously 
unto you, you have no way in which to move beyond and 
are stuck in the error of expectation of that which is 
never intended to be. 

In speaking of that which was my own influence at 
my time of experience, it will be easier to quote from the 
historians. But that which is conjecture, perhaps I can 
set to straight as to my own perspective both from the 
experience itself and from the perception of meaning as 
well. Conjecture is a matter of discernment and that 
which you are being urged to do is to look upon all 
things given and presented and discern that which is 
worthy from that which is total conjecture-usually 
given in purpose of manipulation. 

One, Carl Jaspers, gave perceptions regarding per- 
sonalities upon your pIace,.ina rather objective manner 
which I honor and respect for he honored all who 
impacted greatly the societies of Man. Let us see what 
he says. 

Again, I use the term Jesus for it is the term Jaspers 
utilizes as will he use “Jew” and “Israel”, etc. I shall 
effort to correct the concept at each label but please 
know that these terms were not correctly applied. 

To save time we shall simply denote quotations by 
italics: 

The influence of Jesus (Esu Emmanuel) is bound- 

less. Here I can give only a few indications. 
In his lifetime his influence made itselffelt only on 

small groups and among the nondescript multitude. 
The Pharisees, the Roman centurion, a few friends and 
adversaries were deeply affected. ‘And they were 
astonished at his doctrine; for he taught them as one 
that had authority, and not as the Scribes. I’ But at the 
same time he was disappointed in the results of his 
preaching. 

[Now, herein, you have total conjecture as to My 
feelings regarding my disappointmen? I was brought 
forth for a purpose and I fulfilled my purpose and there 
was nothing to be “disappointing”. I came into under- 
standing and total KNOWING and therefore there was 
nothing which could be construed as “disappointing”.] 

To whom did Jesus speak? Essentially, to every 
man who came his way. What mattered was the inner 
illumination that enabled the believer to see and love. 
But he leaned chiefly toward the poor, the outcasts, the 
sinners and because their souls are shaken and there- 
fore ready for the new faith, “They that are whole have 
no need of the physician, but they that are sick; I came 
not to call the righteous, but sinners. ” [Here you have 
another conjecture of intent-for the going proposition 
was that “ . ..a11 men are sinners” and therefore, there 
would be NO righteous for me to touch. Can you begin 
to see that the Christos would not be making the errors 
in pronouncements but, rather, those unlearned who 
would project their interpretations upon my so-called 
words?] “The publicans and the harlots go into the 
Kingdom of God before you. ” [Now, I would call that 
a real conjectured opinion for only God would know of 
the status of the harlot vs. YOU.] Farthest from him 
were men who feel sheltered and secure, those fettered 
to possessions in this world: “A rich man shall hardly 
enter into the kingdom of heaven. ” Not the smug 
Pharisee who prays: “God, I thank thee, that I am not 
as other men are, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or 
even as this publican, ” will ftnd peace in God, but 
rather thepublican who darednot so much as lift up his 
eyes unto heaven, but smote upon his breast, saying: 
“God, be merciful to me, a sinner. ” The parable of the 

prodigal son makes his attitude very clear. 
Jesus did not content himself with random contact 

on his wanderings. He sent out the apostles as “fishers 
of men “, to announce the impending end of the world 
and the coming of the Kingdom. He,sent them forth by 
two and two, “and commanded them that they should 
take nothing for their journey, save a staff only; no 
scrip, no bread, no money in their purse; but be shod 
with sandals; and put on two coats. ” 

[Let us look at that a bit: Does this sound like the 
same one who is continually nudging you to be prepared 
and responsible? Even taking into account the dif- 
ference in customs and difficulty of travel, does this 
truly sound like one of MY commands7 To trust God to 
make sure you can provide self with your needs, yes- 

to go forth and “use” other men for your purposes-no. 
Just as today, I urge you to go forth and flaunt not riches 
lest another man set upon you and steal your treasures 
and you be left destitute with no manner in which to 
care for self. The very projection sounds as if I tout 
“welfare” as a means of existence. Charity and welfare 
have naught to do with each other-one is a sharing 
with one in need-the other is most often perceived as 
living “off’ or “from” the products of another. I most 
certainly would NOT go about endorsing hippyism nor 
irresponsible behavior. The very fact that the name 
Jesus is being utilized a11 along the word journey- 
indicates that I DID NOT PROJECT THE SAID MA- 
TERIAL. Why do you think “MAN” wishes to make 
beggars of God’s people7 God is abundance. So, why 
would a disciple be told to go forth with two coats 
instead of simply going forth naked? Today, it is a 
pretty good rule of thumb that “if something sounds too 
good to be true-it is!” So be it-if I be given the title 
of Prince of Wisdom then it is obvious I would not make 
of such stupid conjectures. Dear ones, you are going to 
be faced with a choice-EITHER “JESUS” AS PRE- 
SENTED, DID NOT EXIST-OR, MAN CHANGED 
THE SCENARIO TO SUIT HIS NEED! YOU DIS- 
CERN-FOR GOD AND CHRIST ARE PERFECTION 
AND TOTAL NON-CONTRADICTION-NOT STU- 
PID AS GIVEN FORTH IN PARTIAL BITS AND 
PIECES OF PROFOUND AND COMMITTED EN- 
EMIES. 

I am going to repeat something which was told to 
you in AND THEY CALLED HIS NAMEIMMANUEL 
[Phoenix Journal #2]. I told my people that the Scribes 
and Pharisees sit on the chairs of the prophets. Every- 
thing they say, however, refrain from doing and keep- 
ingbut neither act according to their works. They teach 
you false teachings which they and their predecessors 
have falsified to profit thereby. They contrive heavy 
burdens and put them upon people’s shoulders, but they 
themselves will not want to lift a finger. How am I 
doing so far? They do their labor in order to impress 
people. They enlarge their prayer belts as well as the 
tassels on their clothing. They love to sit in the best 
places at the tables and in the synagogues. They love 
to be greeted at the marketplace and to be called Master 
by the people. 

But don’t let anyone call you Master until you have 
perceived the wisdom of knowledge. And do not let 
anyone call you teacher until you follow the Laws of 
The Creation. For he who allows others to call him 
Master and teacher who does not have the wisdom of 
knowledge will be denounced as a liar. For he who 
undeservedly eralts himself will be abased, and he 
who undeservedly abases himself will be esteemed 
lightly. 

Let him who is great in spirit consider himself 
great, and him who is small in spirit consider himself 
small, and him who is middling in spirit consider 
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himself middling. It is stupid and unwise if a man lets Scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites who buildtombs heap upon your shoulders a great burden, for in your 
others consider him greater or smaller than he is. for the prophets and adorn the graves of the just and lack of understanding you will misunderstand my 

Beware, you Scribes and Pharisees, you hypo- speak: “If we had been at the time of our fathers, we teachings and likewise preach itfalsely. Your speech 
crites who block spiritual progress from people; you would not have become guilty with them in the shed- willbeconfused;andthepropleallover theworldwill 
will not attain it easily and you keep it from those ding of the prophets’ blood. 11 Woe unto you, Scribes be in bondage to it as servants to it and worship the 
who wish to attain it because of false teachings. and Pharisees, you hypocrites who secretly call the false doctrine. 

Beware, Scribes and Pharisees, you hypocrites 
who devour the homes of the widows and devote long 
prayers for the sake of appearance. Therefore, you 
shall stay in spiritual darkness all the longer. 

Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, you hypo- 
crites who pass through lands and seas in order to 
win a follower for Judaism, and after he has become 
a Judaist (“Jew”) you turn him into an irrational and 
unreasonable child that is serving false teachings 
twofold, as you do. 

Woe unto yoy, you blind leaders of false teach- 
ings who say, “If a person swears by the temple, that 
does not count, but if a person swears by the gold on 
the temple, that hinds him.” 

You fools and blind ones, you are the offspring of 
evil; why do you let people swear knowing that an 
oath is NOT binding and is a worthless act. 

Or if a person swears by the altar, that does not 
count; but if a person swears through sacrifice, that 
is binding. 

You blind and false teachers, who gave you the 
right to demand an oath or to swear, since the Laws of 
the The Creation state that oaths should not be given? 
Your speech should AL WAYS BE YES, OR NO. 

THEREFORE, HE WHO SWEARS BY ANY- 
THING COMMITS A CRIME WITH RESPECT TO 
THE TRUTH OF HIS OWN WORD AND MAKES OF 
IT DOUBTFUL. Do you believe that an oath “so help 
me God” when one disallows the presence of God-has 
meaning? Well, it does have meaning-it means that 
there is full intention of telling the lie! Just as with the 
“Vow” of “All Vows”, the Kol Nidre, which vow of the 
Judaist negates all vows-by vow. 

If he who swears by The Creation or its laws, he 
swears by something over which he has no might. And 
therefore, an oath is of no substance, either. 

Therefore, he who swears by ANYTHING commits 
a crime with respect to the TRUTH OF HIS WORD 
AND MAKES IT DOUBTFUL. 

Woe unto you, you blind leaders of a horde of blind 
who say: This should be done and that should not be left 
undone, since you represent a FALSE teaching. You 
blind leaders, you are mosquitos and swallow camels 
which you cannot digest. 

u, 

Woe unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, you hypo- 
crites who keep cups and bowls outwardly clean, yet 
inside they are full of rapaciousness and greed. 

You blind ones you Scribes and Pharisees, you 
hypocrites and distorters of the truth, first purify what 
is inside the cup so that what is on the outside also 
becomes pure. So you would have it to appear godly and 
good in front of people, but inwardly you are full of 
hypocrisy and falsehood and violations. 

Now I wish that you pay particular attention to the 
next for I lid it then and I repeat it now: Woe unto I 

deadfrom the common people and talk with them and 
believe them through the words of that which is touted 
as truth, but they only speak of that which they 
ALREADY THOUGHT WRONGLY DURING THEIR 
LIFETIME. BUT YOUARE NOT GREAT ENOUGH 
To CALL UPON THE DEAD WHO HAVE SOME 
WISDOM AND CAN TELL THE TRUTH. 

You give testimony to yourself that you are the 
children of those people who killed the prophets and 
falsified their teachings. Therefore, you fulfill the 
measure of your fathers, since you live your life without 
understanding, and you will have trouble learning in 
the future. You generation of vipers, how can you be 
great in spirit without having any understanding? 

But all the just blood which was shed through you 
on Earth WILL COME BACK TO YOU, BEGINNING 
WITH THE FIRST PROPHET WHOM YOUR FA- 
THERS AND FOREFATHERS MURDERED, from 
the blood of Zacharias, the son of Barachjas whom you 
have killed between the temple and the altar, AND 
THEREFORE ALL THE BLOOD OF THE FUTE 
WHICH WILL BESHED WILL BE OF YOUR FAULT 
AND DOING. 

“Verily, verify Z say to you, all this shall come 
upon you, and upon your race, and for a long time to 
come. ” 

7.. 

I further said, when dragged into the court house 
where the great crowd was gathered. They placed a 
crown of thorns upon my head and cursed me and spit 
upon me. So they taunted and struck me and demanded 
I speak and finally in the pain of the moment I said unto 
them: “Verily Z say to you, as you beat and mock me, 
you too shall be beaten and mocked. And the time will 
come in five times one hundred years when you shqll 
have to atone for this. A new man will rise up in this 
land and whip andpersecute you, and you shall have 
to pay with your blood. And he will create a new cult 
and have people call him a prophet, and he shall 
persecute you throughout all time. Even though he 
will not claim as prophet, you will call him falsely, 
prophet, and he will bring you a new doctrine and he 
will have great power and will have your race per- 
secuted throughout all times. HIS NAME WILL BE 
MOHAMMED, AND HIS NAME WILL BE, FOR 
YOUR KIND, HORROR, MZSERYAND DEATH, AND 
YOU SHALL BE IN THE DESERVZNG OF THAT 
WHICH WILL COME UPON YOU. 

me again tell you of the facts: 

FALSE DOCTRINE OF SAUL 

“Verily, verily Z say to you, his name will be 
written with blood and his hatred against your kind 
will be without end. But his teachings shall also bear 
false doctrine, so will his cult also eventually be 
finished, when your kind and his kind will put down 
the foundation for a bloody end.” 

Where oh where has your sweet “Jesus” gone? Let 

One day as I spake, having finished, a man named 
Saul came to me and said. “You are preaching heresy; 
and it is strange to me from the very beginning. It 
seems stupid and your spirit seems totally confused.” 
But, I patiently heard him out and then I spoke clearly 
unto him: “How can you tell me that I am confused in 
spirit whereas it is YOU who is confused in spirit? 
Verily I say to you, You, Saul, are persecuting me, as 
well as my people, because of teachings of truth, but you 
will change your mind. 

“There shall be the day following this when your 
name shall be known as Paul and you shall be given to 
travel in all different directions, and you shall have to 
suffer for having called the teachings of God and The 
Creation, heresy, and my spirit confused. But you will 

“Inasmuch as you willplace the land of the Greek 
in bondage to an evil cult with your false teachings, 
thus you will call me in their language ‘the anointed’. 
It will be thefault of your ignorance that they will call 
me Jesus Christ which means ‘the anointed’. And it 
will be thefault ofyour ignorance that because of this 
name human blood will be shed, so much that it 
cannot be contained in all the existing containers. 

“You continue to persecute me and my disciples 
because of my teaching but soon the time will come 
and you shall chance of Your mind when you willface 
me again at another time and will assume that Z am a 
spirit. Verily Z say to you, as so many others, you will 
be to blame greatly that the teachings of Truth are 
adulterated and that the human races build erroneous 
cults and become mired in the evil given unto them to 
experience. YOU WILL BE THE CORNERSTONE 
FOR THE SENSELESSNESS THAT Z WILL BE 
CALLED JESUS CHRIST, AND THE REDEEMER 
OF A FALSE CULT.” 

Some two years passed from that day and I was 
taken into Syria by my cosmic brothers and I lived in 
Damascus-without being recognized. After those two 
years my brother, Thomas, and beloved Judas Ischarioth 
came to abide with me and Thomas told of the falsifying 
of the teachings and touting of my being the equal to the 
Creation and thus and so. But most important at that 
day, was that they said that a great enemy had arisen 
against me, namely the one, Saul. He was foaming with 
rage and cast threats against my disciples and all who 
believed in my teachings. He was having letters written 
to the synagogues in all countries so that those who 
would follow my new teaching would be bound and 
taken to Jerusalem. No difference would be made. 
whether it be a woman or a man or a child, for they 
would all be put to death. 

I told my beloved friends to be not afraid, the time 
would soon come when Saul would be taught contrary 
to his evil thinking. 

You see, through the passage of the tribulation I 
had attained great power in the presence of Being. I 
knew that Saul was already on his journey to Damascus 
where he would follow my friends and take them again 
unto Jerusalem where they would be slain. 

But I knew, already, that which I would do. I would 
simply confront Saul and, since he believed me to be 
dead, he would assume me to be a ghost. Not only had 
1 the ability to radiate great and brilliant light from my 
being but I was not beyond a little magic demonstration 
as well. So, in full intent, I and my friend, who had 
helped me with the things for the “show”, set off from 
the city along the road to Galilee. 

For two days we waited a day’s trip away from 
Damascus, in the cliffs, and prepared for our encounter. 
During the night we saw a group coming, among them 
Saul, the persecutor of my people. 

When they were close, I struck a fire and threw it 
into the compound prepared to give off a brilliant 
phosphorescent flash of great intensity. It spread a 
tremendously bright light, and the group was blinded. 
Then I stepped forward and said very loudly: “Saul, 
Saul, why do you continue to persecute my disciples?” 
Saul, however, was afraid to say the least, fell on the 
ground, and cried out, “Who are you who speaks to me 
like this?” 

I simply said: “I am Immanuel whom you persecute 
in your hatred, as you do my disciples. Get up and go 
into the city and let them teach you according to how 
you are supposed to live.” 

But Saul was very much too afraid to get up and 
said: “But you are he whom they slew, so you are dead 
and speaking to me now as a ghost.” I simply did not 
give answer! 
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Saul got to his feet but his eyes were still blinded 
and ones from the rear of his troops had to lead him into 
Damascus. He did not see for about three days for his 
eyes were unresponsive due to the great shock of the 
light blast. Besides, he was a babbling and terrified 
being at that particular time and hysteria was as dam- 
aging to his being as was the physical aspect of any 
light show. 

Then I sent a disciple to tend of Saul and teach to 
him the new teaching, so that he slowly began to 
understand. It mattered not for he was greatly confused 
and misunderstood much and talked in a constant but 
confused manner. Further, he was totally confused in 
spirit and knowing not that which was Truth from that 
which he conjured, he went about and preached con- 
fused things to the people. He was never able to cast off 
the teachings of the old false doctrines and did, in fact, 
cause a reign of terror and bloodshed to be loosed upon 
the lands as nothing before or since. 

It is not my intent in this writing to go further into 
detail regarding Saul (Paul) for that is something that 
needs far more inspection than this segment allows. 

Now you see, what we have here in the description 
of the historian regarding my teachings: “Go not into 
the way of the Gentiles, . . . but go rather to the lost sheep 
of the house of Israel. ” [No, it could not have been so- 
for there was no “Israel”. The word israel only meant 
God’s chosen, and why would I send teachers to those 
already chosen and accepted by God? Israel as a place 
had no meaning whatsoever.] 

Apparently this “Jesus” learned to his sorrow how 
paltry and unreliable the results ofhispreaching could 
be. The seedfalls on fertile and on barren soil. Many 
receive the message with joy, but they are children of 
the moment. The cares of the world, the delusion of 
riches, carnal desires stifle the word. Nearly all have 
a pretext, like the wedding guests in the parable, Jesus 
utters his disappointment. “1 stood in the midst of the 
world...andfound all men drunken, and none did Ifind 

thirsting among them, and my soul is afpicted for the 
sons of men, because they are blind in their heart and 
see not. ” “Many are called but few are chosen. ” [So 
be it and amen.] 

Do you not yet see, that if I was Emmanuel, Esu, I 
was not “Jesus” for the Bible itself was not written for 
some three hundred years after my passing and there- 
fore if the writings utilized bore the inscription of 
“Jesus’‘-it was not of my projection. The very purpose 
of my coming in the first place was to NOT be set aside 
from MAN-to not be “the anointed ONE”-1 was to 
experience as Man so that all men could see and Know 
of their own divinity; that I was not more than they. Do 
I disdain the name “Jesus”? Of course not, and when 
spoken unto me in petition-I hear it very, very well- 
it is only for your confirmation that that which I bring 
unto you NOW can be verified-for ifyou will turn unto 
the records which are preserved from the historical data 
you will find that this which I now project is Truth. 
German Hebrew scholars chose that which would be 
placed in that which you call the Holy Bible. And 
further, the Hebrew Zionist elder me’n of Wisdom 
did write of the rules within the Talmud and gave 
forth protocols therefrom for the founding of a land 
of Zion which would encompass the planet. 

In the corruption of the teachings I brought, the 
ones who had followed became more confused because 
of the contradictions. We shall look into what seems to 
be the “historical” events of this new Idea as the Man 
passed and the Religion was birthed. Let us, however, 
now take rest. I do not wish to overload all thine own 
circuits, but the time is at hand for Truth and the 
stopping of the fantasy which has all but destroyed you 
wondrous creations of the Creator Mighty. I am sent 
again that there not be longer, misunderstanding. Ye 
will do that which ye will do-but you will do it in 
knowing and denial or you will turn from the lie. The 
choice now, as then, is yours. Good day. 

I AM. 
To be continued... 

HEAVE ‘EM OUT 
(Phase Three) 

“Readers, I hereby go on record as telling you 
that there are ‘aliens’ among you, under the ground, 
around you, and working with some of the elder of 
the very government you serve. Whose side are 
‘they’ on? Well, it depends on which side YOU are 
on as to whom you consider a friend or enemy. I 
hope you will read right through this journal-or go 
to the last portion about the ‘Blue Beam’ project- 
and see if my writings seem quite so false and 
amusing to you-it is YOUR CHARACTERS WHO 
PLAN THESE CUTE GAMES AT YOUR EXPENSE 
AND HAVE BEEN FOR YEARS-I ONLY TELL 
YOU ABOUT THEM.” -Hatonn 

Subjects of the very important topics discussed are: 
* Sharks 

* Zionism Isn’t Judaism 
* Messages From God 

* Theg Great Election Fraud Of 1944 
* Update On Ronn Jackson And 

Gunther Russbacher 
* Constitutional Treason 

* The Constitutional-Federalist Papers 
* Gerry Spence 

* The U.S. Government and Extra-Terrestrial Entities 
* Saving Everyone In The World 

* Prophets 
* Comrade Herr-Henry Kissinger 

* Clark Clifford 
* THE BLUE BEAM PROJECT 

* Zhirinovsky 
* Synthesis Of Science And Religion 

* The Truman Doctrine 
* Earthquakes 

* Many Other Timely News And/Or 
Educational Items. 

Phase Three, Part 1 
It is very difficult to tell the *white hats”from 
the “black hats’ if you have no vision. If you 
Ire blind, you are going to have to sharpen 
tn +n anarnrj signals and learn of *ddrrec- 

ay ,layers”. Citizen “mankind’ is 
I hilt n nnnm in the Elite oame of 

“Ib.2 yvw .” vs.. I..... -. *-- . ..--- ---. .- -- 

-1-y the game BETT.i?R than the script writ- 
_. - for until YOU WRITE THE SCRIPT- ou 
xre destined to be cauaht in ‘their” P a-u. Y I 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 
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“As the days pass and you get closer to the time of the operative 
‘fulfillmen!’ you will witness the frantic efforts to ‘save’ you in the 
name of this one and that one. The evangelists, especially those 
having gained recognition through multiple books, TV, Radio, etc., 
will be in almost panic expression-to get you SAVED for your 
RAPTURE (as now used). This, they will tell you, is to keep all 
goodly (but you must believe on Jesus) Christians from going 
through the TRIBULATION. 

“‘Just yester-eve Hal Lindsey was on TV (Trinity Broadcasting 
Network) with Paul Crouch discussing this matter. There was 
franticness in Paul to get his TV stations and satellite arrangements 
made so he can SAVE the people of Israel and Palestine. Hal has 
written a new book-WHICH IS, BY THE WAY, EXCELLENT. It 
will deal with ‘these times’, etc. The ONLY THING WRONG is 
that it will ARRANGE FOR YOU TO HAVE A MASSIVE RAP- 
TURE SO THAT THE PEOPLE OF JESUS Do NOT HAVE TO 
EXPERIENCE THE TRIBULATION. What in the world are they 

talking about? YOU HAVE BUILT THIS WORLD INTO WHAT 
IT IS-DO YOU ACTUALLY THINK YOU WILL BE WHISKED 
AWAY IN PHYSICAL FORM TO SOME CLOUDS SO YOU 
DON’T HAVE RESPONSIBILITY’? I WARN YOU THAT THIS 
IS INCORRECT INFORMATION AND IF YOU CLING TO 
THIS IRRESPONSIBLE APPROACH TO YOUR PASSAGE 
{OR YOUR REMAINING), YOU WILL BE MOST SORRY 
IN THE AFTERMATH ! There is a RAPTURE PLANNED 
FOR YOU WHO ARE SO FOOLISH-AND IT IS CALLED 
OPERATION BLUE BEAM!!!” 

Some of the important topics discussed are: 
* O.J. Simpson Murder Trial 

* Depopulation 
* The Zhirinovskv threat 

* The Noachide Laws 
* Selections From Edgar Cayce 

* The Constitution And The Federalist Papers 
* The 32nd degree Masons 

* World Ascension Day 
l More On Russbacher 

* Henry Wallace And The Radical Tradition 
* Moving To Mexico 

* The Kol Nidre 

ASCENSION OR 
NEVER-EVER LAND? 

BLUE BEAM FLIGHT SCHOOL 

Can you learn to ascend by take-off day? Will 
you ra ture’ or ‘rupture’ yourfantasy? Who 
plans a 1 the wondrous adventures to suck you P 
m? Well, it takes a lot o 

ic’ of a lot of WISE JUDGI 
discerning and a heck 
G! Players are im or- 

tant-but not as important as RECOGN Ef ING 
TRIi?2il T+ Satanic players sti$ have some 
very wdereftutg Qames to play ,wrth you-and 
the cut-tam s nsmg ts even a It delayed-ah, 
but Satan’s promised iand is not being denied 
to you-just dela 
luck. May the t!? 

ed by inconvenience. Good 
LORY OF GOD be shown 

be ore 
U ED +O SUCKER YO6 INTO A HOLO- 8 

ou in truth of ex ression-NOT BE 

GRAPHIC HOLOCAUST OF THE LIE! The time 
is at hand for the testing-how will you fare? 

BY 

GYEORGOS CERES HATONN 

#98 A PHOENIX JOURNAL 

(Please see Last Page for ordering information.) 
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Bio4ogiui Dentistry A 
Our Electromagnetic B 

only expressions of a “cleansing”, “purification”, or 
“rebalancing” of *he afflicted person. Even more at 
odds with what we have been taught is the notion that 
this process is to be encouraged rather than thwarted. 
Nonetheless, let us look at the natural design of the 
planet Earth, our immediate local environment, and 
the internal environment of our physical body. 

Let us consider the forces of wind, rain, Sun, and 
Earth. For a plant to grow and flourish, it must have 
the divine and elegant gifts of wind, rain, Sun, and 
Earth. Without one of these, the plant will not grow 

dv 
nor flourish. In a field of taro, each plant is submerged, 
mostly in water, while its leaves are above the surface 
exposed to the Sun, wind, and rain. This water is es- 
sential for the plant’s transfer of elements from the 
Earth to the plant as well as for its respiration. The 
taro must also relv on the wind and rain to Drovide the 

4/17/96 RONALD S. CARLSON. D.D.S. 

What is this presence we call “our body”? Is there 
more to this question than acknowledged? And given 
this, does it require and encourage further exploration? 

We have come out of the age of materialism, the 
age of the philosophy of Descartes and the physics of 
Newton. These thinker-theorists were pivotal in in- 
fluencing our contemporary views and models of medi- 
cine and health. That era witnessed a very limited 
use and knowledge of macro- and microscopes as well 
as other technologies now available. The ability to 
go deeply within the confines of our body, defined by 
our skin, gave us a very narrow perception and under- 
standing. At that time, this natural limitation of ob- 
servation thwarted the discernment of new possibili- 
ties in diagnosis and treatment. We considered mostly 
only the anatomical model as being real and treatable. 
We used the five cardinal signs and symptoms of dis- 
ease as indicators of dis-equilibria, which were per- 
ceivable only by the diagnostician’s five senses: we 
looked for, listened for, felt and smelled for changes 
in color, heat, pain, swelling or loss of function, and 
we treated the body, the anatomy. 

As we moved into the early and middle twentieth 
century, we developed an understanding of the p-hysi- 
cal presence we call “the body” as more than anatomy 
or physiology. Max Planck, Neils Bohr, Hideki Yukawa 
and Albert Einstein had a deep impact on the scien- 
tific community and Quantum Mechanics, 
Complementarity, Meson Theory and Photoelectric 
Effect with Relativity were key words used in chemis- 
try. ’ 

The new model was chemical or, more precisely, 
biochemical. It was a model one could not necessarily 
directly SEE. However, with certain equipment we 
could test for and come to know the substances com- 
posing the human body. We went further into the tis- 
sues, beyond the gross anatomy into the anatomy of 
the molecules of the structure. This led to advance- 
ments in our diagnostic skills,and tools which we had 
never imagined possible. The use of X-ray, blood stud- 
ies, biopsies, urinalysis, microbial culturing, electro- 
phoresis and many others were the order of the day. 
We had arrived at a more profound conception of the 
body. It was vastly more intricately and plastically 
designed than we had conceived. 

Then, in the late seventies, physicist Fritoff Capra 
published a book entitled The Tao ofPhysics. In it he 
related sub-molecular, sub-atomic, high energy phys- 
ics to consciousness that is expressed in the many re- 
ligious systems2 During this decade of the 197Os, we 
entered the era of sub-atomic physics that has impacted 
our understanding of this presence we call “the body” 
and thus also our applications in medicine and health 
as they relate to diagnosis and treatment. We now find 
that the X-rays that we have relied upon are not 
enough, that the Nuclear Magnetic Resonancer 
(N.M.R.) is of greater ability and more promise than 

J 

I 
cleansing action of both the water and the wind upon 
the leaves. The wind and the rain clean the leaves of 
the plant so that it may continue to receive solar en- 

the finest X-ray technology. It has also become evi- ergy (light from our star called “the Sun”) necessary 
dent that the chemistries ordered with blood and urine to carrying out the process of photosynthesis. This 
give very limited and often misunderstood pictures and process utilizes carbon dioxide and other gases from 
messages. What is next? What does the future hold? the atmosphere and with light creates oxygen and other 

The new physics of quarks, femions, bosons, essential nutrients for the benefit of the entire bio- 
supersymmetrical gauge, which are fields rather than sphere. 
focused points of matter, electrical charges and spins If there is stagnation of any elemental force--wind, 
is the bed of the new technology that will shortly be in rain, Sun, Earth--the taro plant will not grow and will 
use by us for diagnosis, and treatment. It is this infor- experience degeneration and ultimate physical death 
mation that states that at another level we are mostly or transformation. I say “transformation” for it is a 
space, perhaps as much as seventy or eighty percent fact that all elements experience biodegradation and 
space, and that we are not certain of what the rest is are placed in the eternal pool of bioelements to’be re- 
made-wave or particle. Further, that this body might combined in time, at the Creator’s discretion, as part 
only be a field or space in which life appears and has of the Divine Arrangement in the natural flowing evo- 
the opportunity to process and be.” lution of our Universe. 

In about eighty years ‘we have transformed our The human being is a biosphere within a biosphere. 
conceptioning of this vehicle we call “the body” from We, like tare, have the same requirements and are sub- 
that of solid state good 01’ anatomy, through space age j.ect to the same natural laws, and this is true of all 
chemical model, through an exciting interface of “elec- other organisms in this world. It has been easy for us, 
tromagnetic fields” or cords of energy to that of Pure until now, to forget and even to deny this fact. Re- 
Space. What is this space in which we find “no thing”? gardless, the truth remains: we also are beings of the 
How does it behave relative to our wave and particle Great Spirit’s creation. Our physical bodies require 
theories? Will we discover more about it that will re- clean air, water, Earth, and Sun to process and pros- 
quire a reworking of the electromagnetic model? These per. If any of these is remiss, we are effectively ren- 
are questions that are -on the cutting edge of HIGH dered less than who we are able to be. This means that 
ENERGY PHYSICS, not yet answered. And aside from the quality of water, food, air, and Sun we receive 
these questions, the opportunity now is to see ourselves greatly determine our effectiveness. 
treating the body as a field: THE ELECTROMAG- What does this have to do with dentistry? you may 
NETIC SPACE (body),’ ask. The dental structures: the teeth, gums, bone liga- 

The term “bio-compatibility” as well as “electro- ments and associated structures of the body are the only 
magnetic body” is mostly unknown in the profession areas where noxious substances, poison toxins are rou- 
of medicine and has just recently been appearing in tinely placed without careful questioning. Mercury, 
literature as a possibility. A bio-compatible process is lead, chromium, nickel, titanium, copper, silver, tin, 
defined as any process that will enhance or facilitate zinc, platinum, gold, palladium, and other unknown 
the well-being of a human in the realms of health, hap- trace elements are systematically placed with little con- 
piness, harmony and prosperity. Optimum health is a tern for bio-compatibility. 
fundamental law of life expressed as happiness, har- We know tissues are composed of charges, positive 
mony, and prosperity. and negative. Further, we know that metals are con- 

The principle of cleansing (purification) is now ductors with positive and negative charges, positive 
replacing, at a rapid pace, the notions of disease, sick- charges within negatively charged areas, and negative 
ness, and illness. We have accepted without question charges within positively charged areas. We also know 
the concept that there is such a “thing” as disease, and that all metals corrode to varying degrees. 
yet when the doctor says, “Your son has leukemia”, Might it be wise and prudent to evaluate and de- 
the doctor is hard-pressed to show you an object that termine what metals are bio-compatible and least elec- 
is the “leukemia”. However, what he may show you in trically charged? Might our success/failure ratio be 
fact are “signs” (physical signs such as a rash, a lump, improved if we were to use the most bio-electrically 
bleeding, fever, etc.) or “symptoms” (patient expres- compatible materials, those of ceramo-plastics of 
sions of experiences such as hotness, pain, dizziness, ceramo-calcite composition? 
tightness in chest,.etc.). We, as health practitioners, How may we apply this new understanding to what 
have named “diseases” based upon the clinical picture we do, so that we are more successful in our treatment 
of the human being,, that is, his m and svmntoms. and results? 
Clearly, there is no “thing” as “disease”. It is only a As an example, the use of Sargenti’s Paste devel- 
concept we work with that guides us to treat in a par- oped and advanced during the 1970s for use in root 
titular manner. canals (endodontics) is still in practice and it con- 

These signs and symptoms may, in another con- tains the following ingredients: The liquid has 76% 
text, be considered as simply a normal way in which eugenol, 20% peanut oil, 2% rose oil and 2% lavender 
the body balances or cleanses itself. I know that this oil. The powder mixed with the aforementioned liq- 
is a foreign notion, that the signs and symptoms of fe- uid contains 4% titanium dioxide, 6.5% paraformal- 
ver, pain, swelling, redness, and loss of function are dehyde, 9% bismuth subcarbonate, .09% 
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phenylmercuric borate, 61% zinc oxide, 3% barium 
sulfate, 4% bismuth subnitrate, 11% lead tetraoxide, 
1.2% hydrocortisone, and 0.21% prednisolone. 

Most of the elements just mentioned are bio-toxic. 
Yet, it is common to use such materials in teeth since 
they are not perceived by the medical profession to be 
“in” the body or “connected” with the other vital sys- 
tems of the human organism. 

As reported in the Journal of Endodontics (12: 124, 
1986), a study was conducted utilizing Sargenti’s Paste, 
with and without conticosteroids (anti-inflammatory 
substances), and the classical filling paste now utilized 
in root canal work termed Z.O.E. (zinc oxide powder 
and eugenol liquid). The study was carried out at the 
Indiana University School of Dentistry. It was found 
that “all three materials caused some degree of tissue 
necrosis (death), with the Z.O.E. causing the least.” 
The quote is from the Endodonfic Newsletter published 
by Endodontic Associates, Honolulu, Hawaii. 

One may understand that the hollow of the tooth 
(pulp chamber and canal) once contained vital tissue 
that nourished the living dental organ known as a tooth. 
In endodontics this tissue, for various reasons, is re- 
placed with some type of “filling material” such as 
Sargenti’s Paste, Z.O.E. paste, or another substance 
in hopes of retaining the de-vital dental organ. Fur- 
ther, it should be noted that the pulp that is being re- 
placed is gangrenous, for tissue death due to loss of 
blood supply is termed “gangrene”. Please be clear 
that “de-vital”, “dead”, “necrotic”, and “gangrene” 
ultimately mean the same. (Interestingly enough, while 
I was a student at the University of Michigan, Dr. Darly 
F. Ostrander, Professor of Dentistry in the Endodontic 
Section, instructed students to use a euphemistic ap- 
proach with patients while presenting a case to retain 
the dental organ in question. He said, “When you are 
explaining the need for a root canal always use the term 
‘de-vital’ rather than ‘dead’ in reference to the tooth 
to be treated. You will have much better acceptance in 
treatment choice, since people do not want something 
dead in their mouths.“) 

A fact little known by most people is that the den- 
tine, the tissue of the root of the tooth and the major 
part of the tissue underlying the enamel of the crown, 
is living. Coursing through the dentine are small fluid- 
filled tubules that were connected to cells (odonto- 
blasts) that once lined the inner chamber prior to the 
death of the dental organ. Therefore, the dentine is 
also dead or gangrenous since it has lost its blood sup- 
ply. Within the dentine are thousands and thousands 
of accessory and lateral canals as well as micro-nutri- 
ent canals that cannot be cleansed or filled by the 
endodontist (dentist). These nooks and crannies are 
filled with tissue, bacteria, and viruses, that, once hav- 
ing lost blood supply, continue to decay and extrude, 
along with the dentine tubules, protein degradation 
products such as “cavaderine”, “putricine”, and vari- 
ous “thio-ethers” which are poison to the body. 

One of the characteristics of gangrenous tissue is 
that of anesthesia or numbness. The loss of pain you 
feel in the tooth is simply a confirmation that it is gan- 
grenous. Subsequently, the bone that is intimately con- 
nected with the dead dental organ will be required to 
wall off the area to protect the entire body. This is 
accomplished by one of two methods. First, a pus sack 
(abscess), cyst, or granuloma may occur containing the 
drainage. These are different pathologic entities; how- 
ever, they are the same response of the body to attempt 
to wall off the degenerated area in order to protect the 
whole body. A more subtle and hence little mentioned 
effect is that of “condensing osteitis”. This is a dense 
bone growth surrounding the root of the tooth that of- 
ten causes fusion of the bone and the root (anklyosis). 
In my own histo-pathologic research I have found that 
these teeth, when extracted, will usually have alveolar 
bone attached showing various forms of inflammation, 
degeneration, metaplasia, or fibrosis. 

In a recent conversation with one of the leading 
endodontists in Honolulu, it was noted that “although 

techniques have improved, the materials have remained and approval. In approximately fourteen of the sev- 
the same.” The basic root canal material used today is enty people in this project the teeth had been 
gutta percha filler (a purified milky substance from a endodontically treated (root canal). 
tree) and some type of sealer (a fluid, paste-like mate- It must be understood that at the onset the body 
rial in which the gutta percha is rolled before being may go through one or both of two degenerative pro- 
placed in the root canal of the dental organ). cesses. The first is the inflammatory phase. This will 

At this point, I wish to present a few quotes from show as irritation in the tissue with a cellular reaction 
Kaare Langeland regarding his histo-pathologic re- that confirms this picture. If the inflammatory phase 
search. In Dental Clinics of North America (Vol. 18, is long-standing (chronic), and if the irritant is not 
No. 2, April 1974), Kaare Langeland, D.D.S. Ph.D. removed, this may proceed to the degenerative phase 
reviewed “Root Canal Sealants and Pastes”. He states, with resultant fibrosis, metaplasia, calcification and 
“The fact that the sealers and pastes will contact vital eventual cellular death. A most common finding was 
or disintegrating tissue connected with the general cir- the presence of fibrosis of the bone in the tissue samples 
culation allows for generalized distribution by blood that contained bone. Dystrophic ossification (abnor- 
and lymph,” and “The resorbability of sealers and ma1 calcification) of the periodontal ligament and/or 
pastes has been abundantly demonstrated by gross ra- the pulp was the next most common finding. This dem- 
diographic evidence. There is, therefore, no doubt that onstrates that the irritants were long-standing, and 
material is transported away from the site where it was blood flow diminished. Strangulation of the tissue may 
originally applied.” This gives some idea about the sys- occur if fibrosis or calcification is extensive. With fi- 
temic impact of endodontic materials, not to mention brosis it was often noted that the tissue contained mild 
what has already been discussed relative to the dead or severe inflammatory cell reaction with eosinophilic 
tissues of dentine cementurn, and soft tissue found in cell infiltrate that is characteristic of a foreign body 
accessory canals. reaction. In some instances frank necrosis or chronic 

In his tissue implant studies he found the follow- osteomyelitis was noted. In approximately five cases 
ing: “A zone of inflammation occurred at the end of some type of metaplasia was noted. In most all cases 
the tube (an implanted tube in experimental tissue), some form of irritation or degeneration was observed. 
regardless of which of the test materials was exposed The teeth that had been treated with root canal therapy 
to the tissue. A foreign body reaction was present and showed granuloma, abscess, or cysts. 
transporting of particles of the material occurred by Further research in tissue response to electro- 
macrophages, foreign body cells, tissue fluid, and chemical changes are based upon work done by Dr. 
lymph.” Voll. In 1955 Dr. Reinhold Voll introduced the 

Dr. Langeland concluded the following: “(1) All “Diatherapuncteur” acupuncture instrument (now 
sealers are irritants in their freshly mixed state; (2) known as DERMATRON), that could be used for diag- 
after setting or curing, some sealers loose their irri- nosis and therapy. He synthesized ancient Vedic/Chi- 
tant components and become relatively inert; (3) all nese acupuncture with electronics. Using Ohm’s Law 
sealers are resorbable; (4) components of sealers may (E=IR) he was able, through skin surface resistance. 
be transported to, and settle in, the internal organs; to verify acupuncture points and discover many oth- 
(5) pastes intended to fill the entire canal lumen of the ers. He had, through theory, electronics, year of re- 
root canal are not acceptable; (6) the canal lumen search and trial and error, advanced us to a place 
should be filled as much as possible with a solid or wherein we can check the energetic health of a tissue 
semisolid nonirritant material; (7) no sealer or a mini- without X-irradiation or surgery. We can obtain an 
ma1 amount of sealer should be exposed to the remain- accurate assessment of this tissue by placing an elec- 
ing pulp or the periapical tissue.” tric probe on various acupuncture points located on the 

In the official Newsletter O/The Clinical Research hand, foot or odonton (term for dental organ), com- 
Associates (Vol. 13, Issue 9, September 1989), a new posed of the tooth and supporting structures of that 
root canal filling material was reviewed. The product’s segment. ’ 
name is “Thermafil” by Tulsa Dental Products of Tulsa, Some time ago I was introduced to this equipment. 
Oklahoma. It has a metal core made of medical grade I had read about acupuncture, understood a little, and 
stainless steel #302 with a plasticized gutta percha did not consider its use in dentistry. I did know that 
bonded on it. I recently called Tulsa Dental Products what I was treating in the oral cavity had impacts and 
and asked what the chemical composition of their ma- effects on the remainder of the body. Exactly how was 
terials was. This was unknown by anyone available, not clear to me. Since my introduction, and only until 
and a research chemist was not available to answer the I was able to experience and interpret the interrela- 
question. They also seemed unaware of the allergic tionship of the dental organs (teeth and supporting 
potential of the nickel-chromium in the metal core of structures of that jaw segment) to the rest of the organ 
this filling material. It was gratifying to see in the and tissue systems of the body outlined by acupunc- 
newsletter a comment by Dr. Gordon Christianson. I ture, did this mode of diagnosis and treatment make 
quote, “Presence of nickel-chromium carrier in the 
canal may be a problem for people concerned with metal 
sensitivity. It would be advisable for the manufacturer 
to offer alternative carriers made of noble metal.” It is 
evident that “bio-compatibility” is not a dominant con- 
versation in either the dental profession or dental prod- 
uct manufacturing. It is trusted that with this paper 
this term may become primary, and the consideration 
of cost, insurance, patient or professional acceptabil- 
ity, time, etc., will be given less importance. 

As documentation for the notion that the “de-vi- 
tal” or dead tooth is a foreign body in and of itself, I 
would like to share a summation of my research over 
the past five years. It is clinical research that is sup- 
ported by histo-pathologic tissue inspection done here 
in Honolulu at Pathologists’ Medical & Cytology Labo- 
ratory, Inc. 

The teeth, ligament, gingivae, and alveolar bone 
of various jaw segments were removed for specific rea- 
sons. The patients were informed of the biological im- 
plications of leaving the tissue in the body, and the 
dental surgeries were performed with full acceptance 
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sense. 
Some examples of these :nterrelationships are that 

the maxillary and mandibular incisors are energetically 
connected to the uro-genital system, the maxillary and 
mandibular cuspids are connected with the liver/gall 
bladder, the maxillary re-molars and mandibular first 
and second molars are connected with the lung/large 
intestine, the mandibular pre-molars and the maxil- 
lary first and second molars are connected with the 
stomach/spleen on left side, stomach/ pancreas on right 
side, and the maxillary and mandibular third molars 
are connected with the small intestine/heart meridians 
What this means is that a focated dental organ may 
cause tissue damage in that organ system with which 
it is related. The reverse is also true, that is, a dam- 
aged organ system may cause tissue damage expressed 
by the dental organ. The energy flows in both direc- 
tions. 

As I now understand, the movement of electrical 
current (electron sharing) through the body creates 
electromagnetic fields which are the meridians of clas- 
sical acupuncture. These meridians or channels of 
energy flow (CEF) or electromagnetic pathways (EP) 
are not usually observable. From time to time, one 
may see the effects of other phenomena on the fields. 
One such example in our environment is the Aurora 
Borealis or Northern Lights. Here, the Sun’s electro- 
magnetic waves are separated out by the electromag- 
netic field of the planet. Another example is the elec- 
tromagnetic field within a crystal separating out the 
rays of the Sun into what we know as the color spec- 
trum or rainbow. In some rare cases, local skin tissue 
reactions are observable when a CEF (meridian) is not 
in balance, such as epilations, ulcers, erythemas. . 

Another instrument used to discern the health of 
the ridonton (dental organ) is the potentiometer, known 
also as a multimeter in electronics. By placing the 
ground probe on the oral mucosae (gum) and the read- 
ing probe on the enamel or metal filling, one is able to 
read voltage and current. This will give a trustworthy 
picture of the galvanic action in the mouth and clues 
to possible damage to the dental organs or tissue sys- 
tems and their corresponding organs. . 

Observation and research with the multimeter show 
that normal healthy dental organs have resting poten- 

tials of approximately 85 to IOOmV with no current. as all health questions are, I leave to the individual. 
If resting potential is above 1OOmV and current is ” In summation it may be stated that (1) the body is 
greater than .4uAMP, there is damage to the dental divinely arranged to cleanse and purify similarly to the 
organ that begs correction. Even if the resting poten- taro field example; (2) there is no such “thing” as dis- 
tial is below IOOmV and there is a current of .4uAMP ease as a real finding, for one cannot show “a leuke- 
or more, this is an indication of imbalance in the den- mia”; (3) what we know as “disease” is a name that 
tal organ and/or pathway. conveys a collection of signs and symptoms; (4) these 

If in correction the dental metal filling is removed, signs and symptoms are in truth the body’s way of 
one will almost always note that these highly charged cleansing itself; (5) if one were to obtain optimum 
dental organs teeth have black, brown and gray burn health, everyone’s birthright, it is best not to pollute 
areas in the dentin, and, if one follows this out into the internal environment, one’s personal biosphere; (6) 
the pulp chamber, which is often necrotic, one may find how we treat the global environment is indicative of 
that the chamber is completely calcified or blackened how we care for our own personal environments--our 
by electrobiodegredatum of the metal filling. Upon bodies; and (7) combining human wisdom and knowl- 
removal of these dental organs, for whatever reason, edge, which is limited, with Divine Wisdom express- 
one may observe fracture of root system, ankylosis, ing through natural laws will firmly establish a bio- 
abscess, malformed roots, resorbed root tips, or changes electric computability beneficial to human beings, 
in color of dentin, especially at the apicies. By not using materials or methods in our medical 

We have then, in conclusion, a new technology and system that are not bio-logical in nature, we confirm a 
understanding of the body as an electromagnetic field, more natural way of being, with happiness, harmony, 
which we may treat in a more comprehensive manner. health, and prosperity. 
The electroacupuncture instrument called the I trust that this paper has been provocative and 
dermatron and the multimeter allow us another per- informational and thank you for the opportunity to 
spective that augments information we derive from ra- share it with you. 
diographs, chemistries and the signs and symptoms we Thank you for your attention and time. 
receive. Through this work we are more gently, accu- 
rately and comprehensively able to decipher the needs 421 1 Waialae Avenue 400 
of the person and devise a treatment course that is more Honolulu, Hawaii 968 16 
compatible with the make-up of the individual, since Telephone (808)735-0282(12) 
the meridian or electromagnetic pathway will take into 
account the current physical expression of energy in END NOTES: 
the ELECTROMAGNETIC BODY. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC BODY 

I am not a pathologist; however, I am a biologist 
and chemist by my first degree and a dental surgeon 1. Asimov, Isaac Asimov on Physics, Avon Books, 
by my second, and I have asked questions related to 1976. 
the bio-compatibility of the current trends in treatment. 2. Capra, Fritjof, The Tao of Physics, Bantam 
It has concerned me that we so flippantly utilize within Books, 1975. 
the human biosphere materials that are irritating from 3. Pagels, Heintz, The Cosmic Code, Simon and 
their chemistries and electromagnetic decays. The Schuster, 1982. 
evidence is clear to me that leaving dead teeth in the 4. Brenneman, Richard J., Fuller’s Earth: A Day 
body as Well as base metal containing mercury is not with Bucky and the Kids, St. Martin Press, 1984. 
truly consistent with biological principles for optimum 5. Voll M.D., Reinhold, Interrelations of 
health, and I have therefore encouraged people who Odontons and Tonsils to Ol;qans ’ Fields of Disturbance 
seek my advice and services to have these teeth or toxic and Tissue Systems, Medizinisch Eiterarisclle 
materials removed. The final decision, being personal Verlagsgesellschaft MBH, Uelzen, 1978. 

New Gaia Products 
Offer Help 

GaiaCol without fear of toxicity and is outstanding for bums. 

GnlnCol is a combination ofColloidal Silver and Trace Colloidal 
Gold This combination of ingredients has produced a product that is 
so high frequency and potent that it could quite possibly be the solution 
to our ongoing tight against the new antibiotic-resistant diseases that 
we face today. Colloidal Silver was used extensively and very success- 
fully against bacteria, virus, fungi and the like before the advent of the 
tirst antibiotic, penicillin. The uses of Colloidal Gold were also 
significantly used in the restoration of health as early as 1885 and was 
noted for its ability to calm and harmonize the emotional body. Once 
the chemical companies began manufacturing the myriad of antibiot- 
ics, silver and gold were no longer looked to for treatment. The 
antibiotics they were producing, however, produced no effect on the 
more resistant viruses, fungi and parasites. Now we face a new 
generation of bacteria that are completely resistant to any antibiotics 
merely due to antibiotic over-prescribing and resultant survival ofthe 
fittest bacteria. 

Research has demonstrated that Colloidal Silver is nontoxic to 
humans and allows no presently known disease-causing organism to 
live in its proximity. With the addition of Trace Colloidal Gold the 
frequency of CnlnCol is remarkably enhanced to allow these newer, 
more powerful viruses and bacteria to be eliminated. CaiaCol is gentle 
enough to use topically on just about any skin, hair or mouth condition 

For internal use during any type of infectious process, start with 
one teaspoon the tirst day and then lo-12 drops, 3-4 times per day 
under the tongue until the infection clears. Then maintain with 3-4 
drops, 3-4 times per day under the tongue. Important: Due to the 
powerful nature of this product, friendly bacteria can be affected so it 
is advisable to replace the natural intestinal flora with some type of 
acidophilus/lactobacillus supplement daily or at least when symptoms 
are noted such as cramps, bloating, diarrhea/constipation and a general 
feeling of malaise. 

GaiaCol is said to be safe for children and pets and can be taken 
with other medications without incident. This product is not addictive 
and does not build up a tolerance to it in the body. 2 oz. $10.00 

GaiaGold 

CabGold is a solution of 100% Colloidal Gold which is one of 
the oldest used substances for medicinal purposes and has no equal in 
affecting the physical body positively. Around 1885, colloidal gold 
was commonly used in the United States as the basis for the cure of 
alcoholism with additional uses including treatment of Arthritis, skin 
ulcers, bums and certain nerve damages. Colloidal gold does not have 
the same Germicidal/Antibiotic action of Colloidal Silver when topi- 
cally applied, but it does have tremendous effect if taken internally 

for such as Syphilis and other diseases. 
Colloidal Gold has been noted for its tremendous ability to 

balance and harmonize the emotional body, particularly in regards to 
unstable mental and emotional states such as “depression”, “autism”, 
“Alzheimer’s”, etc. Gold has further been found to aid in the healing 
of heart muscle and is highly beneficial in rejuvenating sluggish 
organs-especially the brain-as gold is the best electrical conductor 
yet recognized for nerve action. Another use for Gold is in cases of 
glandular and nervous incoordination because Colloidal Gold is said 
to rejuvenate the glands and stimulate the nerves which releases the 
pressure and allows the signals for function to reach through to the 
various organs and glands. 

GalaGold intake can benefit self-control in diet and quit- 
smoking programs because it helps to balance the brain’s craving or 
need for such overindulgence or addiction. Taken in conjunction with 
GaiaCol, overall renewed vitality and longevity may be achieved. 2 
oz. S20.00 

Please call 
New Gaia Products 

at 800-639-4242 
to place an order/or for a free catalog. 

i YOU MAY SUBSCRIBE : 
TO CONTACT BY 

CALLING 
l 
0 

; 

i l-800-800-5565 ; 
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AMERICAN STANDOFF 
The Inside Story Of 

The Montana Freemen 
4/22/96 EUSTACE MULLINS 

Once again the UNited States is in the grip of a 
massive standoff of government agents against 
American citizens. Jordan, Montana, the site of the 
standoff which has now been in effect for some thirty 
days, may go down in American history as a name of 
equal prominence with Lexington and Concord, as 
the launching pad for the New American Revolution. 
Or it may join the tragic names of Ruby Ridge and 
Waco as the site of yet another vicious massacre of 
American dissidents. 

“Lucky Bill” Clinton is on the horns of a genu- 
ine dilemma. It is too near the national elections to 
stage yet another massacre of Americans. Nor can 
he divert the public’s attention with another foreign 
venture of the United Nations. He has already staged 
Somalia, Haiti and Bosnia as the equivalent of the 
Roman motto of “bread and circuses” to keep Ameri- 
cans from thinking about their domestic problems. 
He has nowhere else to go. 

ANOTHER 
BLOODBATH? 

Although his faithful hireling, Attorney General 
Janet Reno, is said to be panting for yet another 
bloodbath in the great tradition of her previous es- 
capades at Ruby Ridge and Waco, Clinton is reluc- 
tant to float his re-election aspirations on another 
sea of blood, He recently buried his greatest re- 
election liability, Secretary of Commerce Ron Brown, 
who was facing numerous investigations for the most 
flagrant gathering-in of bribes in our political his- 
tory. “Lucky Bill”, with the historic Clinton luck, 
was “devastated” by the news that Brown would not 
be standing trial before the election, because his plane 
had fortuitously slammed into a ,hill in Bosnia. At 
this writing, his only advice to the federal agents be- 
sieging the dissidents at Jordan, Montana, is “Hold 
your fire.” 

MORE 
CRIMINALS 

Although the entire United States is paralyzed 
by the outbreaks of crime in the nation’s cities, once 
again, hundreds of “law enforcement” agents are 
deployed against a handful of Americans in a remote 
Montana hamlet. It is noteworthy that Jordan has 
never had a crime problem. What lured these hun- 
dreds of federal agents to the area? They had dis- 
covered that an armed and extremely dangerous fam- 
ily was holed up on a 964-acre ranch near Jordan. 
These “dangerous” criminals are accused of mail 

fraud, conspiracy, and, bank fraud because they issued 
some $19.5 million in checks and money orders be- 
tween August 1994 and December 1995. 

I feel some personal responsibility for the actions 
of the accused, because they were following precepts 
and documented information which I had released to 
the American public in 1953, and which have now 
alerted at least ten million Americans to the nature of 
the problem. This information, presently available un- 
der the title of “Secrets of the Federal Reserve”, docu- 
ments that in Thanksgiving week of 19 10, some of the 
world’s leading bankers gathered at the Millionaire’s 
Club at Jekyll Island, Georgia, a group representing 
one-sixth of the wealth of the entire world, to enter 
into a criminal conspiracy to seize all of the money 
and credit of the American people. The Conspirators 
had gone to considerable effort to keep their identity 
and their purpose secret, which is the prime evidence 
of conspiracy to commit a crime. They were function- 
ing as a “syndicate” under the auspices of the 
Rockefeller Foundation, a prime example of a syndi- 
cate, and under orders from Baron Rothschild of Lon- 
don to produce a plan which would give them total 
control of the money and credit of the people of the 
United States. 

The Jekyll Island group was led by Senator Nelson 
Aldrich, Majority Leader of the Senate. His daughter, 
Abby Aldrich, had married John D. Rockefeller, Jr. a 
few years before this meeting. Also present was Frank 
Vanderlip, president of National City Bank, the deposi- 
tory for the billions of income from Rockefeller’s Stan- 
dard Oil monopoly; Paul Warburg, of Kuhn, Loeb Co., 
New York, the secret agent of the House of Rothschild 
in the United States, and Henry P. Davison, right hand 
man of J.P.Morgan, also a secret Rothschild agent. 

The Oxford English Dictionary defines a “syndi- 
cate” as follows: “3. A combination of capitalists and 
financiers entered into for the purpose of prosecuting 
a scheme requiring large sources of capital, especially 
one having the object of obtaining control of the mar- 
ket in a particular commodity.” 

At Jekyll Island, the goal was to obtain a monopoly 
of money, which J.P. Morgan himself had defined, in 
testimony before the Pujo Committee, as “Money is a 
commodity.” Their monopoly plan, written at Jekyll 
Island, was presented to the Congress in 1913 as the 
Federal Reserve plan, although it was the antithesis of 
“federal”, because it transferred Congress’ historic mis- 
sion to issue money, as defined in Article II, Section 8 
of the Constitution of the United States, delivering 
this function to a privately-owned bank, the Federal 
Reserve Bank. This private bank, in the language of 
the Federal Reserve Act, was now designated as the 
official fiscal agent of the United States. It had no 
“reserves”, nor did it need any, because it now had a 

license from Congress to print as much money as it 
chose, with no restrictions or oversight from Congress. 

Although the Federal Reserve scrip initially had 
gold backing, this was surreptitiously removed in later 
years. The final step in this conspiracy was achieved 
in 1942. Noted financial writer, Henry Hazlitt, wrote 
in Newsweek magazine for January 4, 1943: 

“The money that began to appear in circulation a 
week ago, December 2 1,1942, was really printing-press 
money in the fullest sense of the term, that is, money 
which has no collateral of any kind behind it.... We re- 
peat, these notes have absolutely no collateral of any 
kind behind them.” 

MONEY WITHOUT BACKING 

After I had alerted millions of my fellow-Ameri- 
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cans to this production of Federal Reserve notes which there were no debts in our money system, there or to have me testify on their behalf. What we are 
had no backing or collateral, a few citizens resolved wouldn’t be any money.” seeing is the potential toppling of the entire Federal 
that, as Americans in good standing, they also could .What Chairman Eccles of the Federal Reserve Reserve debt structure, which cannot be substanti- 
issue checks and other negotiable instruments with col- Board was referring to was the ancient, five-thousand- ated even in their own Admiralty courts or under 
lateral the equivalent to that of the Federal Reserve year-old Babylonian money system, in which all money authority of the Crown of England and the Bank of 
notes-that is, none. Thus is the background for the is created out of debt. This scheme finally enslaves England, which is its sole authority. 
S 19.5 million of “bogus” checks and money orders the entire population in a sea of unpayable debt. The hundreds of federal agents now assembled at 
which caused the government to charge the Freemen Congressman Wright Patman explains in his Jordan are there as “Federal Reserve” police whose sole 
with conspiracy and fraud. But their “conspiracy” had groundbreaking book, The Primer ofMoney, that “The mission is to enforce the Federal Reserve monopoly 
been preceded by the criminal syndicate which met cash, in truth, does not exist and has never existed. against any encroachment, while the “Federal Reserve 
secretly at Jekyll Island, and which had functioned What we call ‘cash reserves’ are simply bookkeeping press” the mass media of the UNited States, carries on 
since 1914 without hindrance from the government. credits entered upon bookkeeping ledgers of the Fed- a frenetic propaganda war against the Jordan group, 

What was the difference between the Freemen of era1 Reserve Banks. The credits are created ty the Fed- denouncing them as check forgers who commit wire 
Jordan and the private stockholders of the Federal Re- era1 Reserve Banks and then passed along through the fraud and mail fraud. 
serve Bank? Legally, none. The only charge that could banking system.” 
be brought against them is cutting themselves in on As Patman tells us, the Federal Reserve’s private LAND 
the private monopoly of the Federal Reserve Bank. stockholders “create money out of n/thing” as “book- SEIZURE 
Although the Federal Reserve System indeed was char- keeping credits entered upon ledge. 4”. Thus our en- 
tered under authority of the Congress of the United tire five-trillion-dollar “national debt” has never ex- The 964-acre ranch which is the scene of the 
States, it has no legal standing in court because it origi- isted except as entries in the ledgers of the Federal standoff had previously been foreclosed and sold. The 
nated as a secret criminal conspiracy, thoroughly docu- Reserve Banks. We can hardly criticize the Jordan ranchers protested that the bank had not advanced them 
mented in my work. In fact, the Jordan ranchers prob- ranchers for deciding to do the same thing, as spelled any “substance for substance” as is required by the law 
ably are less criminal than the dynastic families which out in my work. of contract, and that they had merely advanced them 
have owned the Private stock of the Federal Reserve The system of the conspirators is further detailed “bookkeeping ledger entries”, as is the custom with 
Banks since 1914. by Peter L. Bernstein, in A Primer On Money, Banking the Federal Reserve System and the banks with which 

and Gold. He says: it does business. The Federal Reserve System also re- 
LICENSE TO “The trick in the Federal Reserve notes is that the quires a code number on all negotiable instruments 

PRINT MONEY Federal Reserve banks lose no cash when they pay out which it handles, this secret code being an integral part 
this currency to the member banks. Federal Reserve of its conspiracy. Thus all those who transact busi- 

In issuing their checks and money orders, the Jor- notes are not redeemable in anything except what the ness using these secret code numbers are drawn into 
dan group could be said to follow the great tradition of Government calls ‘legal tender’ -that is, money that a the conspiracy against their will, and become reluc- 
American banking, as documented on page 157 of creditor must be willing to accept from a debtor in pay- tant serfs of its system. 
Secrets Of The Federal Reserve: ment of sums owed him. But since all Federal Reserve To prevent the seizure of their land, the ranchers 

“Governor W.P.G. Harding of the Federal Reserve 
Board testified in 1921 that ‘The Federal Reserve Bank 

notes are themselves declared by law to be legal money, officially reorganized its ownership, establishing it as 
they are really redeemable only in themselves.... they “Justus Township”. Under the laws governing town- 

is ar institution owned by the stockholding member are an irredeemable obligation issued by the Federal ships, they have continued to operate legally and are 
bank:;. The Government has not a dollar’s worth of Reserve Banks.” not guilty of any offense. 
stock in it.’ ” The present situation is that the ranchers are now 

From page 167 of Secrets: “on September 30,194 1, JORDAN RANCHERS defending their township, and any armed attack againt 
before the House Committee on Banking and currency, ISSUE “MONEY” it consitutes a violation of the laws under which it had 
was asked by Representative Wright Patman, chairman been established. Their defense is in the great tradi- 
of the Committee: The Jordan ranchers availed themselves of tion of the laws of the United States, its Constitution, 

‘How did you get the money to buy those two bil- “equal opportunity’* to write checks and money orders as well as the preceding centuries of English common 
lion dollars worth of Government securities in 19337 redeemable only in themselves, the identical manner law, including the Magna Carta and Sir Edward Coke’s 

ECCLES: We created it. in which Federal Reserve notes are issued. Further- Petition Of Right, which was one of the forerunners of 
PATMAN: Out of what? more, the “paper” of the Jordan ranchers was accepted our Constitution. Coke’s Petition Of Right of 1628 
ECCLES. Out of the right to issue credit money. by both banks and individuals. Once it has been ac- was signed into law as the “Declaration of Rights” on 
MR. PATMAN: And there is nothing behind it, is cepted, there is no further legal claim on the ranchers. February 13, 1689. 

there, except our Government’s credit? However, it seems unlikely that they will ever It was Sir Edward Coke who glorified the Magna 
ECCLES: That is what our money system is. If be given the opportunity to document this in court, Carta as the most important document in the evolu- 

CONTACT= The Phoenix Project 
CONTACT is a unique and inspired newspaper for concerned citizens 

everywhere, though it particularly focuses on the United States because of 
this country’s specia1 mission’in the affairs of the world. That is, “As goes 
the United States, so goes the world.” 

CONTACT is a vehicle for Commander Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn’s most 
recent writings on important current affairs, plus those from other en- 
Light-ening sources, on matters critical to a responsible and informed 
public at this time of planetary transition and final days of battle between 
the Forces of Light and the “Evil Empire” forces of darkness. 

CONTACT exists to counteract the manipulating lies and clever half- 
truths put out (on purpose) by the regular print and broadcast media 
prostitutes of the Satanic Elite controllers-parasites who are in the 
process of economically, physically, and spiritually collapsing this once 
great country (and actually the entire planet) down to a slave-state level of 
existence under their diabolical control plan called The New World Order. 

This newspaper, CONTACT, began life on March 30, 1993, risen, like 
the mythical bird, with great determination “up from the ashes” of its 
internationally acclaimed predecessor called THE PHOENIXLIBERA TOR. 

THE PHOENIX LiBERA TOR, in turn, began life in mid-October of 199 1, having 
evolved from an earlier newsletter called the PHOENIX JOURNAL EXPRESS, 
which itself came into existence as a faster way to get THE TRUTH out to you 
readers than was possible with the more substantial “book” format of the PHEONIX 
JOURNALS. Much incredible ground has been covered so far in that mission. 

While the PHOENIX LIBERATOR’s motto reminded all that “The Truth Will 
Set You Free”, the CONTACT’s motto, displayed prominently in the masthead, 
takes that thought another important step forward and proclaims: “Ye Shall 
Know The Truth And The Truth Shall Make You Mad!” 

The “Phoenix Project” is about those preparations needed-at body, mind and 
soul levels-to both understand and survive the great healing changes which are 
beginning to energize this beautiful little planet, now so frazzled and tortured from 
abuses of all kinds. We look forward, with great expectations, to the CONTACTing 
with all of you-a coming together that is rapidly taking place as the entire Phoenix 
Project “ground crew” continues to connect, solidify, and gain strength through 
becoming informed of THE TRUTH. Indeed, welcome aboard, friends! 

-Dr. Edwin A4. Young 
Editor-In-Chief, CONTACT 
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tion of the common law of England. The Magna Carta which should have been equally honored under the law. the origin of government in the future UNited States. 
was drawn up June 15, 12 15, at Runnymede, England Paragraph 34 of the Magna Carta, which I also When it was refined into the Constitution, the empha- 
under the leadership of King John. Among the as- used frequently in my lawsuits against governmental sis was not upon the rights of government, but upon 
sembled Barons was Eustace de Vesci. Of the sixty- authorities, says, “The writ called precipe shall not in the rights of its citizens, and the necessity for protect- 
three paragraphs of the Magna Carta, I have most fre- future be issued to anyone in respect of any holding of ing them against encroachments by the government, 
quently quoted, in my legal briefs during the past fifty land, if a free man could thereby be deprived of the necessitated bv the tyrannies which they had fled in 
years, paragraph 39: right of trial in his own lord’s court.” the Old World. 

“No free man shall be seized or imprisoned, or In U.S. courts, a.praecipe is a notice of a legal ac- The Freemen of Montana are acting in the great 
stripped of his rights or possession, or outlawed or tion, or of a step in said action, such as a motion or tradition of these guarantees. They are acting from 
exiled, or deprived of his standing in any other way, hearing. right of conscience, from the knowledge of their be- 
nor will we proceed with force against him, or send The permanence of the Magna Carta’s provisions liefs, and from their willingness to defend those be- 
others to do so, except by the lawful judgment of his is assured by King John in the concluding paragraph liefs from any encroachment by the federal power. Any 
equals or by the law of the land.” 63, “IT IS ACCORDINGLY OUR WISH AND COM- assault upon those unalienable rights constitutes a vio- 

I have never found a judge in any United States MAND that the English Church shall be free, and that lation of the statutes prohibiting same, principally U.S. 
court who paid the slightest attention to my citing of men in our kingdom shall have and keep all these lib- Code 42, Sections 1983 through 1986. The federal 
this paragraph. erties, rights, and concessions, well and peacably in agents’ confrontation of the Montana Freemen not only 

The Freemen of Montana may have taken their their fulness and entirety for them and their heirs, of violates Title 42 of the civil code, but also Title 18 of 
name from this paragraph, which is also quoted in more us and our heirs, in all things and all places for ever.” the Criminal Code, Sections 41 and 42. 
concise form as, “No freeman shall be taken, impris- In view of controversies surrounding the holding The federal agents have established no legal basis 
oned, disseised, outlawed, or in any way destroyed, nor of stock in the Federal Reserve banks, many of the for this confrontation or assault. The surrounding of 
will we proceed against him or prosecute him, except stockholders, being foreigners, paragraph ten and private property by regiments of heavily armed men 
by the lawful judgment of his peers, and by the law of eleven of the Magna Carta could be applicable. Para- constitutes an assault even if no shots are fired, be- 
the land.” graph ten stipulates that: “If anyone who has bor- cause the residents can reasonably expect that their 

The Founding Fathers later reprised this paragraph rowed a sum of money from Jews dies before the debt lives are in danger. They are responding as We the 
in the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution of the has been repaid, his heirs shall pay no interest on the People of the United States, prepared not only to de- 
UNited States, “No person shall be held to answer for debt for so long as he remains under age.” fend themselves, but also their rights. There is a fur- 
a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a Paragraph eleven states that “If a man dies owing ther and more disturbing aspect of the federal agents’ 
presentment or indictment by a grand jury, nor shall money to Jews, his wife may have her dower and pay presence at the Jordan ranch. They are there at the 
any person....be deprived of life, liberty, or property nothing towards the debt from it.” behest of a foreign government, the State of Israel, 
without due process of law.” operating through its unregistered agent in the UNited 

Paragraph 9 of the Magna Carta states, “Neither MAYFLOWER States, the Jewish Masonic B’Nai B’Rith and its 
we nor our officials will seize any land or rent in pay- COMPACT assault arm, the Anti-Defamation League. Not only 
ment of a debt, so long as the debtor has movable goods does the ADL operate as a quasi-religious group, in 
sufficient to discharge the debt. A debtor’s sureties When the signers of the Mayflower Compact (in- violation of U.S. statutes, but also as the moving force 
shall not be distrained upon so long as the debtor him- eluding William Mullins) drew up the first governing behind any federal agency’s assault upon groups such 
self can discharge his debt.” instrument in the New World, on November 11, 1620, as the Montana Freemen. The very name Freemen ic 

The Freemen discharged their debt, and protected they resolved “solemnly and mutually in the Presence an affront to the tyrannical ADL, which aims to re- 
their land, by issuing negotiable instruments which had of God and one another, covenant and combine our- duce all American citizens to the status of serfs of Is- 
the same backing as the Federal Reserve notes, and selves together into-a civil Body Politick.” This was rael. Because of the religious aspects of the federal 

agents’ presence, they should be withdrawn before they 
launch their final bloody assault, as thev did a! the 
ADL-directed atrocities at Ruby Ridge and the Waco 
Holocaust. 
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FREEMEN HAVE 
COMMITTED NO CRIME 

In conclusion, the Montana Freemen deserve the 
active support and praise of every American citizen 
because they have drawn tbs- line. They have said, “You 
shall not pass this spot!” i3ecause of their courageous 
action in challenging the foreign money monopoly of 
the Federal Reserve System, they may have set in mo- 
tion a tidal wave of events which may destroy this 
I nster and restore the historic liberties of all Ameri- 
cd iis. We can help, first aud foremost, by understand- 
ing what they are trying to do. These are not the petty 
criminals portrayed by the media, who are writing bad 
checks. They are citizen<. who believe they have the 
right to issue unbacked money instruments as the Fed- 
eral Reserve System has been doing, unchecked, since 
1914. Heretofore, the Federal Reserve courts, as the 
Admiralty courts of the Bank of England are known in 
the United States, have succeeded in sentencing any- 
one who challenged the powers of the Federal Reserve 
System to long terms in prison. 

For the first time, we have the opportunity to join 
with the Montana Freemen and their courageous battle 
for justice. They named their headquarters, “Justus 
Township”, which can not only be interpreted as a cru- 
sade for justice, but also as “Just Us” -just American 
citizens, us, working together to build a greater and 
more harmonious nation. 

Editor 5 note: We follow this insightful writing 
with a personal account of how the leader of the 
Montana Freemen has been treated since taken into 
custody. This account is a sworn affidavit, written 
originally in longhand, by his daughter. It is, sadly, 
an all-too-familiar account of ‘justice” in action. 
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Incredible Montana Freemen Undate: 

APRIL 23, 1996 

Federal Atrocities Top 
State Torture Of Patriot 

LeRoy Schweitzer’s Story 
As Told By His Daughter Brandi 

To begin this affidavit, I learned of my dad’s (L.eRoy 
Schweitzer’s) arrest onMonday morning, March 25th, 1996. 
He was taken to the Yellowstone County Detention center in 
Billings, Montana. Beginning that same evening through 
Wednesday the 27th I heard repeated reports of my dad’s 
mistreatment. By “mistreatment” I mean he was being 
beaten. These facts were aflirmed by friends and family 
memblers who both saw and talked with my dad on Tuesday 
and Wednesday. By mutual agreement, my three brothers 
and I decided to travel to Billings and visit with him our- 
selves. 

On Friday the 29th we visited our dad from shortly after 
3:30 pm to around 4:00 p.m.. During that time we learned 
that he was not just beaten but, rather, tortured. To torture 
means to inflict or subject to extreme physical pain according 
to the Funkand WagnallsStandardDictionaty. He described 
in detail how the federal marshals put shackles around his 
ankles and wrists so tightly that hebled. He saidthey strapped 
him in a chair and kicked him in the legs, hit him in the face, 
grabbed him by his hair and yanked his head around, pushed 
in on his ears with their fingers until he almost passed out, 
and pressed on the backs of his finger nails. They turned 
down the heat in his cell, took his blanket and his mattress 
and left him in only his t-shirt and pants. I state all of this 
because, in spite of it, he was in very good spirits. He quoted 
the law, as he often does, and recounted the past week’s 
events. Hejokedwithusandaskedusifwe rememberedsome 
of the particular camping trips that we had been on. He told 
us that only good would come out of this. He said they would 
never break his spirit. He kept saying that, to them, this was 
a “hot potato” and they didn’t want him to keep uncovering 
all the corruption. He was extremely optimistic, sound of 
mind, and full of conviction. This was how he appeared to me 
on Friday afternoon. 

On Friday evening around 6:00 p.m. we visited dad 
again. Again he quoted law after law, recalled past events, 
explained his reasoning for not allowing them jurisdiction or 
granting them venue. He said he felt great. He got excited 
when he toldus about Godprovidingfor himand that this was 
all in His plan. He said he had faith that God is in control. He 
talked with two receivers so two of us could talk to him at a 
time but his voice was so strong that the two of us without 
receivers could still hear him most of the time. We were 
allowed to visit for close to two hours. He smiled and said he 
loved us when we were done. He waved to us through the 
glass divider. This was how he looked on Friday evening the 
29th just before 8:00 p.m. 

On Saturday morning around 10:00 I received a phone 
call from a family member saying that they had moved my 
dad. 

I spent most of the day on the phone. I called the 

Yellowstone County Detention Center, the Marshal’s office, 
the F.B.I., the U.S. Attorney’s office, the Governor’s office, 
Senator’s office, and the U.S. Medical Center in Springlield, 
Missouri. Not one person gave me an answer as to what was 
going on and why we were not notified that dad was being 
moved. 

Sunday, March 3 1st I began to make travel plans to go to 
MiSSOlXi. 

Monday, April 1st I made some more phone calls. I 
finalized our (my friend, my brother and my) travel plans. 
When I called the Marshal’s office we had a conference call 
with the Medical Center. I was told they wouldn’t guarantee 
that I could get in to see my dad. 

Tuesday, April 2nd we travelled all day. 
Wednesday, April 3 rd, four days since I had seen my dad. 

At around 9:00 a.m. I called the Medical Center to ask if my 
brother and I could visit. We were told we could have an hour 
visit, granted by the warden. 

At about 1:45 p.m. we arrivedat the Medical Center After 
we were “approved” we waited for about ten minutes in the 
front desk area. 

Officer Daniels, who supervised us the entire time of our 
visit, told us that my dad would have an N-G tube in his nose 
that they used to force feed him. But he told us not to be 
“shocked”, or “alarmed”. After we walked through two 
electric doors we were shown into a room where my dad was 
standing and waiting. He had an N-G tube hanging out of the 
left side of his nose. There was white tape across his nose 
probably for the purpose of holding the tube in place. Dad 
walked slowly over to a group of chairs where we sat next to 
each other. He held out his hand to me and 1 grabbed it. He 
said hello in a faint, slow voice. He grabbed Scott’s hand and 
said hello. He was dressed in a short-sleeved tan prison suit, 
with thin blue slippers. For the first few seconds he didn’t 
speak. He just looked at us. He looked at each one of us. He 
seemed very tired. His eyes were red. He wasn’t smiling. He 
just seemed almost surprised that we were there. 

He asked us how we found him. He didn’t appear 
disoriented, he simply looked like the last four days had been 
very rough on him. He told us about the tube in his nose. He 
explained that he is x-rayed every time they put one in. It goes 
up his nose and down his throat. It is extremely painful and 
it hurt him a great deal to talk to us. But he said they told him 
if he pulls it out, they’ll put a bigger one in. So he said he would 
leave it in and stand the pain as long as he could. He did not 
want to be x-rayed anymore. He told us he couldn’t believe 
how corrupt and satanic the system is. Then he held out his 
arms in a gesture to look at what they were willing to do a 
person who threatens to expose their evil ways. 

It was a sight enough to make you sick to your stomach. 
But he reminded us that even if they destroyed his body, they 

would never touch his spirit. Then he added, “May Cod have 
mercy on their souls.” Anditwasevidentthathehadseen 
something truly evil, while the rest of us were kept from 
knowing all that happened those four previous days. He told 
us of some of the threats he’d received, such as if he didn’t do 
as he was told, they’d start breaking bones. 

He said he was visited by a young doctor from New York 
whose threat was if dad ever did net released. thev could 
alwavsshoothimuofullofcancerfirst. HelookedatScottand 
I and said, “You don’t deserve tolivein a system like this.” He 
said “It’s very important that the people know I didn’t eat.” 
He said he made a vow not to eat or drink until he got a grand 
jury trial. And he’s kept his word. 

At this time he was obviously having a hard time talking 
due to the pain of the tube down his throat. He had bruises on 
the inside of his elbow. I asked him if he had been given any 
medication. He said, “They’ve stuck me here,” pointing to the 
insides of both of his elbows, “and put an IV. here,” pointing 
to the top of his hand. He said he didn’t now what type ofdrugs 
they were using, but he could smell them when they put them 
through the tube in his nose. 

He kept talking about the family. He talked about our 
country and that I was too young to remember how good it used 
to be, but that if he could help it it would be that way again. He 
said, “I love my country.” 

At the end of our supervised visit it was hard to say good 
bye. He gave us a long hug and told us he loved us. He looked 
at us and said, “Keep your faith!” He didn’t smile, he just 
looked at us before we were told to leave. We all cried. 

This is what has been done to my father. I affirm that I 
am twenty-one years of age, of sound mind, and capable of 
listing in this aftidavit the events which have taken place 
without the assistance of another. The statements contained 
herein are true, correct, and complete to the best of my 
knowledge and belief as of this date, April 11, 1996. 

Signature: 
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From Grandma: 

Food For Thought On 
Our Nation’s Future This is the reason the balanced budget issues were 

so “grandiosely media-ized” by our representatives 
who alluded to the fact that “We would insult their 
intelligence and shame them in the event WE called or 
mandated the budget be balanced and the monies ac- 
counted for! 

in excess of $7,000,000,000 were generally permitted 
to invest only up to a maximum of 10% in the securities 
of investment grade of a single issuer. Life insurance 
companies, with aggregate assets of about 
$48,000,000,000 were debarred in several key states 
from purchasing International Bank debentures.” 

Think about it! It does not take an Einstein to 
figure out why no tax dollars paid by the American 
people can be accounted for by the application of said 
tax dollars being applied to the National Debt since 
around 1947. The tax dollars have gone directly to the 
“Bank”, also known as the World Bank, and there can 
be NO BALANCING OF THE NATIONAL BUDGET, 
OR PAYMENT OF THE NATIONAL DEBT! 

I -Ame 

Irn 
I 1 USC Title 18, the RICO Act, covers this nicely- 

h I-, - 
it’s called extortion and racketeering on the REVERSE! 
It is also called embezzlement of monies, monies being 

. used for purposes other than “collected”. h.4 Do you pay taxes to support an International Bank 

By: Grandma Reman-Herrnan 
known as the World Bank? NO! You pay taxes for 
three reasons only. (1) To pay off the National Debt; 

means: To ensure the industry, manufacturing and 

GRANDPlA+MRS+RUSS+HERMRN. 6182435581 
producers of the United States are PROTECTED from 
foreign industry, manufacturing and producers, so as to 
NOT discourage the industry, manufacturers and pro- 
ducers of the United States from their jobs of building 

4/18/96 GRANDMA HERRMAN-HERMAN 

Fellow Americans: 
I must be saying something that is getting to the 

Powers-That-Be. Last evening, they had blocked my 
long distance calling ability for four hours or more. I 
finally gave up and went to bed after the fourth hour. 
Time has come that I share something with you. Over 
the past two years I have received many, many calls 
from children. Some of these children have been as 
young ‘as sixteen. These youngsters/children call me 
and say, “Grandma, do I have a future? Will I be able 
to grow up in a free America or will I have nothing to 
look forward to but a lawless government? Will I be 
able to grow up and have a family and go to the church 
of my choice, or will I be made to live by a religion 
which is not of my choosing? Grandma, is it true that 
I have nothing to look forward to but to lay in my bed 
and fear the federal government will break into my 
home and take me and my family away, or burn us to 
death in our beds while we sleep? Grandma, can the 
federal government really convict me for a crime I did 
not do-and put me to death-and I have no means to 
fight for my life?” 

I do not know about the rest of you, but to me these 
are questions no sixteen-year-old should even be think- 
ing of asking. These children have noot even had the 
chance to experience a childhood. How in the Lord 
God’s name can I answer these children’s ques- 
tions?! These are questions that the U.S. House of 
Representatives, the Executive/President of the United 
States and the Judiciary should be asked, and an an- 
swer need be given by them. When our future genera- 
tions are deprived of the peace and glory, the experi- 
ence of a wondrous childhood, and the ability to “sip 
the cup of peace and tranquility”--to think of only 
corruption and violence of our federal government and 
self defense of themselves and their family members- 
then something is damned wrong in these United States! 
Think about it! 

Over the weekend, I was given a set of old books- 
the very first book I opened smacked me right in the 
kisser! The books were a set of old Grofiers [Encycb- 
pedia]. Lo and behold, the first thing that hit me in the 

kisser was International (World) Banks and Funds. the United States. Someone in our elected bodies “got 
Back then, for capitalization, the member nations were it bass ackwards” ! We give Congress three things to do 
required by the Articles of Agreement to pay 20 percent and they SNAFU the jobs?! 
of their total capital subscription, as called by the Think about it! This week our U.S. House of 
bank. Per Grofiers: The Source of Loan Funds: “The Representatives, Ms. Reno et al. (common law for “and 
Bank relies primarily on the money markets of the others”) are passing unconstitutional laws. These laws 

world, and specifically on the American market, to find are called Anti-Terrorist Bills. These laws infringe 
the billions of dollars which it is authorized to lend. into and onto your Bill o/Rights. Is there a remedy the 
United States commercial banks, with capital surplus people can use to stop this madness?! Yes. Your state 

It’s Tax Free Nevada 
(The last of the “safe havens”) 

I If you’re looking for the benefits that incorporating 
has to offer, such as limiting your personal liability, 
increasing tax-free benefits, and raising capital through 
the sale of stock-taking just 5 miniutes of your time to 
explore the benefits of forming a Nevada Corporation 
could save you and your company thousands of dollars. 

For more information contact: 
Nevada Corporate Headquarters, Inc. 

m 
P.O. Box 27740 

Las Vegas, NV 69126 
Telephone: 800-398-l 077 

OR: 702-896-7001 
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court (appellate) has original equity jurisdiction. You 
are the equity owners of the state in which you reside. 
You have the lawful right as equity owners to recall and 
impeach your representatives, including any and all 
repugnant laws which are forbidden by your Constiju- 
tion-so declared by Act of Congress, September 17, 
1787 (ratification of the old Constitution) and Decem- 
ber IS, 1791 (the FirstAmendmentof the Constitution). 
Think about it! 

APRIL 19.1996 

THE ANTI-TERRORIST BILL PASSED! 

The Anti-Terrorist Bill prohibits fund raising or 
giving monies to “terrorist nations or groups”. 
THINK ABOUT IT! 

Yesterday’s bombing, which caused hundreds of 
deaths and maimings of persons gathered and living in 
the UN Sanctuary in Lebanon, were bombed by Israel in 
a state of “blood lust” and mindless hatred for anyone 
or anything which is against Israel. If people in other 
nations object to Israel moving them off their lands, out 
of their homes, away from their inherited farms or 
whatever else they have owned for centuries-and they 
try to defend life, limb and property-Israel retaliates 
with acts which are similar to what [allegedly] oc- 
curred all across Europe during the Hitler massacres of 
WWII. Once again in our history, senseless blood lust, 
acts of depraved hearts are occurring-Israel should 
watch her own Holocaust propaganda messages. We 
watch them daily, and we compare notes... 

We give billions of our tax dollars to Israel yearly. 
Israel kills with wanton disregard for the laws of the 
international communities and claims immunity to those 
laws which other nations are bound to uphold? It is 

forbidden by U.S.C. Title 18, Ch. 96, Racketeer Influ- 
enced and Corrupt Organizations, in its entireties- 
informally known as the RICO Section or RICO Act. 

Our people spoke out against violations of our civil 
liberties and civil rights. Common Law Courts were set 
up by the People. Our militias stand ready. The 
“Chilling Effect Doctrine” has been imposed on the 
American people desirous of constitutional law, rights 
and privileges. This doctrine is defined as: In consti- 
tutional law, any law or practice which has the effect of 
seriously discouraging the exercise of a constitutional 
right, e.g., the right of appeals, etc. (the Writ of Habeas 
corpus) North Carolina v. Pearce, 3 95 U.S. 7 11, 89 S 
Ct. 2072, 23 L.Ed. 656. 

3. Mad Cow Disease was introduced--courtesy of 
GATT. (ingestion of food) 

4. Diseased wheat, courtesy of Monsanto and 
NAFTA. This destroys the fields from production for 
seven years. (famine) 

5. Gulf War Syndrome, known to be contagious 
and airborne. 

6. Overthrowing and setting aside our Constitu- 
tion and its laws by declared agents of Israel in our 
representative bodies. 

In the latest attempt to suppress individual free- 
doms and rights, we receive slap after slap in the face 
of mandatory Article Five of the original Constitution’s 
“contract with Americans”-upheld by the FirstAmend- 
ment of the original Constitution-which are slapped 
down, being called “terrorist” in our own land by 
“agents of Israel declared” who try to silence our voices 
by imposing the Chilling Effect Doctrine onour peo.ple, 
calling it an “Anti-Terrorist Bill”‘?-all due to the 
American people of the United States speaking out 
against unwholesome, unconstitutional, repugnant laws 
enforced and made Acts of Congress, to “silence our 
voices of objection”. Think about it! 

7. Our national defense troops in other nations, 
none to defend our borders or soil. 

8. UN troops (at last count, 500,000) on our soil. 
9. Russian Special Forces (equivalent to SS troops), 

called officially “Spetznaz”. (Keep in mind the SS 
troops of the Nazis.) These troops reportedly account 
for one out of every seven men sent in by the UN. Is 
Spetznaz in the United States at this time? Last year, 
the last account of UN troops reportedly were 500,000 
and 20,000 based in Texas alone. 

10. Pre-WWI and WWII, a movement went across 
Europe to disarm the people due to too much violence 
and under the guise of ‘peace”. 

For a long time now, we have been hearing about 
(a) crematoriums in Oklahoma and Indiana with a 
3,000-body capacity, and (b) concentrations camps in 
the U.S. The more I hear, the more I believe this to be 
true. These are my reasons: 

Il. Every European nation’s republican form of 
government and Constitution was destroyed, as is oc- 
curring in the U.S. today. Laws were passed just like 
yesterday’s Anti-Terrorist Bill. The Reichstagg, like 
the Murrah Federal Building, was bombed. Religious 
groups were herded into wooden buildings and burned 
alive-remember Wacol-courtesy of the Nazis-same 
training as the Spetznaz on our American soil at this 
time. 

1. Eboli has been introduced into the U.S. (air- 
borne) 

12. Our militia and minutemen are standing ready 
to defend. 

2. Anthrax has been brought across our borders 
from Mexico-thanks to NAFTA. People get Anthrax 

time We, the Citizens (government) of the United also. (airborne) 

We, the People of the United States are on a powder 
keg with fuses lit at both ends, and I for one, am most 
concerned. You should be too. Think about it! 

Tapes, Transcriptions & Videos 

States, under Article IX of the First Amendment of the 
Constitution 03 the. United States “grandfathered”, 
mandate all funds to israel be cut off. Israel has 
condemned herselfby her own acts as a terrorist nation! 
Think about it! 

Things are no different here in the United States. 
We, the people of the Preamble of the Constitution of 
the United States have opposed laws imposed by Israeli 
agents who are in our U.S. House of Representatives, 
the Executive Branch and the Judiciary-the three 
most powerful branches of government on the globe. 

The three branches of the federal government do in 
fact have Israeli agents on the payroll of the govern- 
ment of We, the People, who have taken the oath to 
Israel, and make no bones about the fact that their first 
allegiance is to “Mother Israel”. You have all seen such 
allegiances in writing, as evidenced in the famous 
Diane Feinstein “letter’‘-which, incidentally was on 
the letterhead stationary of her “office of public trust”. 

Donations to cover the costs of tapes are 94.00 for one tape, 56.00 for 
two tapes and $2.50 per tape for three or more, except where otherwise 
noted. Postage is included in tape prices. 

We, the American People, suffer the brunt of Israel 
agents’ determination to acquire properties which are 
not theirs to acquire-this being our lands, homes, 
businesses by excessive abuse of and misconstruction 
of our constitutional laws. 

Please send check or money order to: WE W072V, P.O. Box 6194, 
Tehachapi, CA 93582 or call 805-822-4176 if you have questions or you 
wish to use your Visa, Discover or Master Card. 

If you desire. to automatically receive tapes from future meetings, 
please send at least a $50 donation from which tape costs will be deducted. 
We will try to notify you as your balance reaches zero. 

The Anti-Terrorist.Bill is a retaliation against the 
American people because the American people have 
finally risen up in protest against misconstruction and 
abuse of congressional, executive and judiciary powers 
which infringe into and onto the furtherance’s declara- 
tory and restrictive clauses added to the original Con- 
stitution of the United States, and as extending the 
ground of public confidence in the government, to best 
insure the beneficent ends of its institution. This is the 
First Amendment of the Constitution -of the United 
States of America, proposed by Congress, and ratified 
by the Legislatures of the several states, pursuant to the 
Fifth Article of the original Constitution, effective 
December 15, 1791. 

Our people spoke out against “unconscionable con- 
tracts” of the federal government with a private corpo- 
ration known as the Federal Reserve and its IRS 
agent’sextortion and racketeering practices, which are 

The following is a partia/ list of older items but including all of the most 
current meeting dates, with the number of tapes in bold, in parentheses, 
and mentioning if the meeting has a special focus: 
2/l O/95(2) Japanese visitors, plus Jordan Maxwell on Masonic symbolism; 
2/l g/95(4) extended slide-lecture on Masonic and other symbols by Jordan Maxwell; 
3/5/95(l); 3/l 2/95 (3) Rayelan/Ede Koenig Blast; 3/26/95 (2); 
4/9/95(S) Vladimir Terziski’s meeting with Commander and the ground crew; 
4/23/95(2) Mary Snell & Ronn Jackson via phone; 
S/l 81 2/95 (6) May Day meeting; 5/l 6/95(3);5/28/95(3); 
6/l l/95(2); 6/25/95(2); 7/g/95(3); 7/30/95(3);8/1 S/95 (2);9/24/95(1) Ronn Jackson; 
1 O/22/95(3) includes audio of Farrakhan’s speech;1 O/29/95(4) Mark Phillips i% Cathy O’Brien; 
11 /12/95 (3); 11/26/95(3); 12/3/95(2)Jeff’s letter; 12/l 0/95(2)Creg &Debbie; 12/l 7/95(2); 
12/21/95(2) Wally Gentlemen 81 George Van Noy;l2/31/95 Holocaust “Gas Chambers”(3); 
1/7/96The Trouble With tawyers(2);1/21/96(2); 2/4/96 Jeff Rense’s “Fifth Column” interview 
(3);2/11/96 (3); 2/25/96 Christopher Reeve interview on ‘Larry King Live” (2); 3/l O/96 (3); 
3/l 7/96(3)Deepak Choprarhe Wizard Within”&Ceorge Hunt ‘1987 Wilderness Conference”; 
3/3 l/96 (2); 4/l 4/96(3). 
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New Gaia Products 
Now Stocked And Ready 

O&&Ii@ 

For Duty-Free Delivery 
To Our Canadian Friends 

Call: 
Preferred Network 

page.23 

. 
B 

Use For Water Purification 
To purify water (of viruses as well as bacteria and 

other critters) for drinking purposes, use 10 drops of 
OxySol per gallon of water and agitate container enough 
to mix well. 

Available 
l-800-294-5250 From New Gaia Products 

New Gaia Products I 996 Order Form FOR ::“I:“,: HANDL’NC MTES: * - I I ** I 

New Caia Products, 
P.O. Box 27710, 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

(Please Print) 

Name 

- . . 

1 (800) NEW-GAIA (639-4242) 
1 (805) 822-9070 FAX 

Date 

MT, UT, iD, do, NM, 
WY, NV 

f 1 OP::;: 
56.00 
$7.00 

S 201-300 $8.00 
s 301-400 59.00 
s 401-500 SlO.00 
S Sol-600 $11 .oo 

ALASKA & HAWAII PLEASI 

l4QIEL 

FOR THE REST OF 
CONTINENTAL USA 

i 10::::: 
58.00 
59.00 

S 201-300 s10.00 
s 301-400 $11 .oo 
s 401-500 $12.00 
S Sol-600 $13.00 
CALL FOR SHIPPING RATES 

btreet Address 

City/Town State/Prov. Zip Code 

W For UPS 2nd day to Rural Alaska, please call for rates. 
l * For Priority Mail to any locations, please call for rates. 
l * All Foreign orders, please contact our office in writlng 

for specific rates as rates vary greatly. 

Daytime Phone No. 

Credit Card No. (Visa, Master Card or Discover) Expiration Date 

l * When ordering cases of product call for shipping rates. 

FOR ALL BREAD MACHINES, BREAD MIXES, FLOUR 
ORDERS, PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES AND MAIN- 
TENANCE PACKAGES, CALL FOR SHIPPING COSTS. 

Signature For Credit Card Orders 

Item I Lt’$& Qty. Amount , I I 

WUABDRIABA 16 oz. LIQUID 
I szo.00 T-I---IT- 1 

(IAIAl’iDRIANA 32 oz. UQUID I 540.00 I I I I 

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 16 oz. LIQUID 

AQUAGAIA (Mitochondria) 32 oz. LIQUID 

$20.00 

s40.w 

GAIALYTE 

KOMBUCHA TEA BREEZE 

1 liter 
2 liters 

1 liter 

s 50 
s1~:w 
s 3.50 

2 liters I S 6.DO I I I 

KOMBUCHA TEA VIBEGAR 16 oz. I s 6.00 I 

CARBRAGAIA (FIBRINO-CARTILAGE) 8 oz. 1 S 8.50 1 1 1 1 

3 lB 1” QRAPB SEED EXTRACT 60 CAPSULES $18.00 

“4Ml”‘WILDYAMEXTRAcT 6ocAPsuLEs $22.00 

AU)= JUICE (WHOLE LEAF ALOE VERA, l,ter 

CONCENTRATE) (10X STRENGTH) 
$18.00 

SUFER om (1 qt) (CHERRY-RERRtJ (CRANBERRY-APRQ $18.00 

BUPER om (1 pal.) WlERRYl VXANBERRY) S60.00 

A-C-E Anti-Oxidant Formula (180 TABLETS) $24.95 

CHLORELLA (300 TABLETS/SOOmg. EA.) $21.00 

ECHINACEA GOLD PLUS (90 TABLETS) 

GAUTR~ - 30 Day Supply 

GXXKGG BILOBA (24% mctu 180 TABLETS) 

$24.50 

$35.00 

$24.95 

GmW unr01 4 oz.. 

HORSETAIL TINCTURE 2 oz. 

OAIACOL with trace minerals 

$20.00 

S 8.00 

2 oz. s 10.00 
Colloidal Silver & Trace Gold suspended in a 16 0~. $56.00 
distilled water fluid 32 oz. $96.00 I 
PLEASE USE THE SHIPPING RATE CHART WHEN CALCULATING SHIPPING FOR BLL NON- 

BREAD or PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGES and MAlNTiNANtE PACKAGES. 

PLEASE ALLOW 3 TO 6 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. - New Gaia ProPuctr I@/95 

. . . 1 

Item PRICE 
PER UNIT 

Qty. Amount 

hUGoLD Colloidal Gold 2 oz. $ 20.00 

16 oz. $112.00 I 
32 oz. 1 $192.00 1 I 

)XYSoL with trace minerals 2 OS. 1 $ 8.00 1 1 
:olloidal Silver suspended in 
[ydrogen Peroxide 

16 oz. 
32 oz. I f f=SX I I I -_ --. 

;luA- Bit 14-DAY PARASITE PROGRAM 
Individual components sold seperately-call for prices 

HITACHI (HBlOl) BREAD MACHINE 
(FACTORY BLEMISHED/REFURBISHED) 

%UASpELT BREAD Ml% (Whole Wheat & Spelt) I s 3.50 I I I 
fPur%elt) 

hIASpELT KERINELB 4 tbs.- @ $1.; 5.00 
10 Ibs. 0 Sl/ 

;y;. s 

$ 12.50 
&UASpELT FLouR 2 Ibr. 0 Sl.ZS/lb. 
WHOLE GRAIN 4 Ibs. 0 Sl.ZS/lb. 

8 Ibs. 0 S1.25/lb. 

c PROGRAM STARTING PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Gaiandriana (1 qt.) 
1 Bottle AquaGaia (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 
5 Audio-cassettes 

l MAINTENANCE PACKAGE 
1 Bottle Gsiandriana (1 qt.) 
2 Bottles GaiaLyte (2 liters each) 
4 Pkgs. Spelt Bread Mix 

‘Enhanced” Gulf War Svndrome ‘Starter Kit” 
GAIASOBB NEuTRA-B&D (2 oz.) 
NICOl’lNE~CAFFEINE~ALCOHOL~. 

S 6.OOea. 

NewGduRudnds ’ SUB TOTAL 
P.O. Box 27710 

Las Vegas 
SALES TA)( f;g$ residents onh4 

NV 89126 TOTAL ENCLOSED 

SUCROSE_sTARcH_ 

GAIASORB IEUTRA-BOAD TRAVEL PACK S 15.00 
Please make all checks and TOTAL 

money orders payable to: SHIPPING & HANDLING 
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THESE WORKS ARE A SERIES CALLED 38. THE DARK CHARADE 76. SORTING THE PIECES VOL. IV 
THE Phoenix Journals AND HAVE BEEN 39. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 77. PLAYERS IN THE GAME 
WRITTEN TO ASSIST MAN TO BECOME THE HOLOCAUST VOL. I 78. IRON TRAP AROUND AMERICA 
AWARE OF LONG-STANDING DECEPTIONS 40. THE TRILLION DOLLAR LIE 79. MARCHING TO ZOG 

AND OTHER MATTERS CRITICAL TO HIS THE HOLOCAUST VOL. II 80. TRUTH FROM THE ZOG BOG 

SURVIVAL AS A SPECIES AT THIS TIME, 41. THE DESTRUCT1oN OF A 8 1. RUSSIAN ROULETTE 

SINGLE Journals ARE 36.00; ANY 4 Journals PLANET-ZIONISM IS RACISM 82. RETIREMENT RETREATS 

ARE $5.50 EACH; 10 OR MORE Journab ARE 42’ UNHoLY ALLIANCE 83. POLITICAL PSYCHOS 

$5.00 EACH (Shipping extra - see right.) 
43. TANGLED WEBS VOL. I 84. CHANGING PERSPECTIVES 

l * These marked Journals are out of stock until 
44. TANGLED WEBS VOL. II 85. SHOCK THERAPY 

further notice. 
45. TANGLED WEBS VOL. III 86. MISSING THE LIFEBOAT?? 
46. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IV 87. IN GOD’S NAME AWAKEN! 

1. SIPAPU ODYSSEY 48. TANGLED WEBS VOL. V 88. THE ADVANCED DEMOLITION 
2. AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME 49. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VI LEGION 
IMMANUEL, I AM SANANDA 50. THE DIVINE PLAN VOL. I 89. FOCUS OF DEMONS 
3. SPACE-GATE, THE VEIL REMOVED 5 1. TANGLED WEBS VOL.VII 90. TAKING OFF THE BLIND- 
4. SPIRAL TO ECONOMIC DISASTER 52. TANGLED WEBS VOL. VIII FOLD 
5. FROM HERE TO ARMAGEDDON 53. TANGLED WEBS VOL. IX 91. FOOTSTEPS INTO TRUTH 

**6 SURVIVAL IS ONLY TEN FEET FROM 54. THE FUNNEL’S NECK 92. WALK A CROOKED ROAD 
HELL 55. MARCHING TO ZION WITH THE CROOKS 
7. THE RAINBOW MASTERS 56. SEX AND THE LOTTERY 93. CRIMINAL POLITBUROS AND 
9. SATAN’S DRUMMERS 57. GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000 OTHER PLAGUES 
10. PRIVACY IN A FISHBOWL DIVINE PLAN VOL.II 94. WINGING IT.... 
11. CRY OF THE PHOENIX 58. FROM THE FRYING PAN INTO 

l * 12. CRUCIFIXION OF THE PHOENIX 
95. HEAVE-UP (Phase One) 

THE PIT OF FIRE 
* * 13. SKELETONS IN THE CLOSET 

96. HEAVE-HO (Phase Two) 
59. “REALITY” ALSO HAS A DRUM- 

*+ 14. RRPP--RAPE, RAVAGE, PILLAGE AND 
97. HEAVE ‘EM OUT (Phase Three) 

BEAT! 98. ASCENSION OR NEVER-EVER 
PLUNDER OF THE PHOENIX 60. AS THE BLOSSOM OPENS LAND? 

**lS. RAPE OF THE CONSTITUTION 61. PUPPY-DOG TALES 99. USURPERS OF FREEDOM IN 
l * 16. YOU CAN SLAY THE DRAGON 62. CHAPARRAL SERENDIPITY CONSPIRACY 
l * 17. THE NAKED PHOENIX 63. THE BEST OF TIMES 
* * 18. BLOOD AND ASHES 

100. BUTTERFLIES, MIND CON- 
64. TO ALL MY CHILDREN TROL-THE RAZOR’S EDGE 

* l 19. FIRESTORM IN BABYLON 65. THE LAST GREAT PLAGUE 101. THE BREATHING DEAD AND 
+*2C’. THE MOSSAD CONNECTION 66. ULTIMATE PSYCHOPOLITICS CEMENT CHILDREN 
21. CREATION, THE SACRED UNIVERSE 67. THE BEAST AT WORK 102. SACRED WISDOM 

12. PLEIADES CONNECTION VOL I 68. ECSTASY TO AGONY 103. CONFRONT THE NOW 
* ‘23. BURNT OFFERINGS 69. TATTERED PAGES CREATE THE FUTURE 
l *24. SHROUDS OF THE SEVENTH SEAL 70. NO THORNLESS ROSES 104. FIRST STEPS 
“*25. THE BITTER COMMUNION 7 1. COALESCENCE 105. AMERICA IN PERIL-AN 
l *26. COUNTERFEIT BLESSINGS THE 72. CANDLELIGHT UNDERSTATEMENT! 
ANTI-CHRIST BY ANY NAME: KHAZARS 73. RELATIVE CONNECTIONS VOL.1 107. RING AROUND THE ROSIE... 

27. PHOENIX OPERATOR-OWNER MANUAL 74. MYSTERIES OF RADIANCE UN- 130. TRACKING DOWN THE KILLEI 
* l 28. OPERATION SHANSTORM FOLDED VOL. II “AND OTHER FORMS OF 

R 

FOR INFORMATION ABOUT 
JOURNALS, BOOKS, ETC., 
MENTIONED IN THIS NEWS- 
PAPER, PLEASE INQUIRE: 

PHOENIX SOURCE 
DISTRIBUTORS, Inc. 

Post Office Box 27353 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89126 

(or call) 
l-800-800-5565 

(Mastercard, VISA, 
Discover) 

Phoenix Source 
Distributors 

SHIPPING 
CHARGES: 

USA (except Alaska 81 Hawaii) 
UPS-$3.75 1 st title, S 1 .OO ea add7 

Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, S 1 .OO ea add’1 
Priority-13.40 1 st title. $1 .OO ea add’1 

ALASKA & HAWAII 
Bookrate-$2.50 1 st title, $1 .OO ea add’1 
PriorityS3.40 1 st title. $1 .OO ea add’1 

UPS 2nd day-$9.00 1st title, $1 ea add’1 
CANADA & MEXICO 

Surface-$3.00 1 st title, $1.50 ea add’1 
Airbook-54.50 1 st title, 52.00 ea add’1 

FOREIGN 
Surface-$3.00 1 st title, II .50 ea add’1 

Alrbook-M.00 per title estimate 
(Please allow S-8 weeks for delivery 

l *29. END OF THE MASQUERADE 75. TRUTH AND CONSEQUENCE8 VOL. III MURDER”(Thc Healfh Book) 
IIIIIIIIIIIIIII-IIIII-III, 
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Subscription Rates . 

Copyright Statement 
COPXUIGffT 1996 by CONTACT, Inc. 

Reproduction of this newspaper for private, 
non-profit use is exnresslv encoura as long 
as the content and integrity remain absolutely 
unchanged. For commercial purposes, reproduc- 
tion is strictly forbidden unless and until 
permission is granted in writing by CONTACT, 
INC. 

SUBSCRIBE TO 
CONTACT, CALL: 

l-800-800-5565 

II 
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CONTACT: THE PHOENIX PROJECT 
is published by 

CONTACT, Inc. 
Post Office Box 27800 
Las Vegas, NV 89126 

Subscription orders may be placed by mail to the above address or by 
phone to l-800-800-5565. Subscription rates are: $30 for 13 issues 
(US); $35 (Canada/Mexico); $40 (Foreign); or 26 issues for $60 (US); 
$70 (Canada/Mexico); $80 (Foreign); or 52 issues for $110 (US); $120 
(Canada/Mexico); $130 (Foreign). Subscribers: Expiration date ap- 

pears on right side of mailing label. 

Quantity SubscriDtions: $95.00 for 10 copies of 13 issues (US); $125 
for 25 copies of 13 issues( $160 for 50 copies of 13 issues (US); $275 
for 100 copies of 13 issues (US); $190 for 10 copies of 26 issues (US); 
or $1,100 for 100 copies of 52 issues (US). UPS postpaid Continental 
U.S. For Alaska, HI, Canada, Mexico and Foreign, call or write for 
shipping charges. 

Single copies of back issues of CONTACT, THE PHOENIX LZB- 
ERA TOR or PHOENIX EXPRESS are $3 -00 each. Quantity back issue 
prices are as follows: 1st copy $3.00, each additional $0.45. Shipping 
included, postpaid in the Continental U.S.A. Alaska, Hawaii, Canada 62 Foreign 
orders please call or write for quotes on additional shipping charges. 

on all book orders) 

805-822-0202 

This is a service for our 
dedicated readers. Today’s 
Watch telephone hotline 
carries the latest news and 
comments from Commander 
Hatonn’s most recent writ- 
ings. This is our way of 
keeping you informed about 
fast-breaking news and events. 

The message machine will 
answer after 2 rings if there 
are any new messages for that 
day, and after 4 rings if not. 
Thus daily callers can hang up 
after 2 rings and save toll 
charges if no new message has 
been recorded. The message 
update(s), if any, occur by 6 
PM Pacific Time. 
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